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Jessica Conn VA 22003-1909
"The myopic pursuit of dirty energy at the expense of both our air quality and air purifying forests is a
catastrophic idea."
Patrick Conn WA 98031-9669
"What the F...(forest)? YOU ARE the "UNITED STATES FOREST SERVICE," NOT the "COAL INDUSTRY
SHILL
SERVICE." NOWHERE in Arch Coal's rape, pillage and plundering of OUR PUBLIC FOREST plan does it
stipulate how it BENEFITS THE FOREST or THE PUBLIC! It doesn't contain one provision to PROTECT OUR
PUBLIC LANDS AND FORESTS. But YOURS DOES, AND IT IS EVEN IN YOUR AGENCY TITLE. DON'T
CONTINUE TO ASSIST THESE ECOLOGICAL TERRORISTS. STOP THEM NOW."
Ronald D Conn Ii OH 43130-3465
"Preserve the sanctity please!"
Lauren Connell OH 45226-1404
"Watch Racing Extinction if you need to see the impact we're having on our planet. We're ruining our sources
of oxygen, and our population is only increasing. Stop contributing to our destruction."
Mark Connelly WV 25701-4948
"Destroying our forests for dirty coal is tragic!"
Kathleen Connolly IA 50312-1435
"Coal should be obsolete if we are to save the environment! Destruction of forest, a natural filter for the air we
breathe, is more than just counterproductive--it's suicide!"
Marianne Connolly MA 02054-1770
"Save our forests and all who live in them."
Rocio Connolly PA 18690
"Please do NOT bulldoze pristine forests and habitats in the name of pure greed. Where are your morals and
ethical values? Or do you have none? Take the correct action and leave nature alone. Thank you."
Bill Connor Connor CA 95014-3479
"Bulldoze it all and then wonder why it's getting hotter and co2 is not sequestered and soil is washed away."
Elizabeth Connor CA 92675-1121
"I've always believed that the Forest Service was created to protect our forests. It's right there in your name!
Surely, only those who respect and love nature would pursue such a calling. It is inconceivable to me that you
would be considering putting the interests of a coal company ahead of the ecology that you have been sworn to
protect. You have a sacred duty to fight against any efforts to degrade nature and it would be best for you to
remember that."
David Connor VT 05602-8529
"Colorado is a beloved destination for us; we have family who have emigrated there whom we visit regularly.
The Arch Coal proposal will certainly be opposed by our young Coloradans and undercut the

reasons they--who love the natural beauty of CO-- and who are environmental activists--will be ready to
abandon their chosen state because of abhorrence of dirty coal mined and also destructive of glorious forests.
David Connor,VT"
Sheri Connor WA 98037-2847
"Stop the destruction of our land. The rich are more than rich enough, they don't need to destroy even more of

America."
R Connors FL 33859
"Allowing this destruction of public resources would be further evidence of short-sighted operations of our wild
lands."
Richard Conrad CA 95765-5075
"Coal is not an appropriate 21st century energy solution. It should be left in the ground. A forest, on the other
hand, cleanses the air of CO2 and produces oxygen. Fewer trees and greater use of coal will only accelerate
climate change. Is that the legacy we want to leave?"
Barbara Conrad MN 55042-9417
"Why are we destroying our forests?"
Bob Conrad
TX 75115-4933
"Keep our forests pristine, no caoal mines"
Beverly Ann Conroy IL 60304-1414
"Roadless forests are healthy forests. Healthy forests make a healthy planet. A healthy planet makes for
healthy people!"
Peggy Conroy NY 12992-2703
"roads are worse than mining for the land and its animals"
Cynthia Consentino MA 01060-2128
"It should be our highest priority to preserve forests and lower carbon emissions. Please block Arch Coal from
exploiting these lands."
Patricia Constantino NY 11231
"Please continue to preserve Mother Earth otherwise we are committing suicide as Pope Francis has said. We
are responsible to future generations to be able to live on a healthy planet, if they can survive at all."
Patricia Constantino NY 11231-4829
"You have the power to stop the destruction of this beautiful forest. We must preserve our environment for
future generations. Don't allow Arch Coal to bulldoze this forest and add more pollution to Mother Earth."
Delbert Contival HI 96741
"Stop pimping for corporations! Coal is DEATH to the environment!"
Luis Contreras AR 72631-9143

"More coal = environmental suicide Arch Coal does not care about our kids future ... How can USFS, a federal
agency, ignore the Paris agreement UNFCCC signed and binding to lower carbon dioxide emission. The
Methane from underground mining and the carbon dioxide from burning coal at power plants is the cause of
extreme floods, and the West Coast wildfires USFS can't stop thank you!"
Catalina Contreras CA 90731-2131
"Please stop this now!!!"
Daniel Conway NJ 08827-4019
"It's our responsibility to protect the beauty of this country and well being of the planet."
John Conway OH 44107-1237
"We as a nation just signed an agreement to reduce fossil fuel gases. This material needs to stay in the
ground. We need to show our fidelity to the agreement and block this coal from leaving the ground."
Patti Cook
"Coal mining cannot be an option in Colorado, a state known for its beauty and outdoor activities. Once the
damage has been done, and the company goes away in some form or another, all that will be left is an area
razed for profit. This does not even include water ramifications, which is a precious natural resource in this
State which cannot be ignored."
Sharon Cook
"My family has enjoyed our great wilderness for 45 years. Please don't allow coal, which should stay in the
ground, to be mined in wild areas that we need for recreation and climate cntrl"
Doug Cook
CA 94515-1419
"Don't destroy Forest Service land by allowing coal mining on "our" land. It will lead to the total destruction of
that land."
Anna Cook
CA 94947-4420
"I am pretty sure this could be called rape. Stop, think and remember what love of our earth means."
Esther Cook

FL 32505-3303
"We have not fallen asleep Do Not destroy this land for our future generations!!!I am in Fla now but I so
remember & love what beauty Colorado Forests add to our inheritance to our coming generations in land
growth and Birds & other animals. KEEP IT SAFE for THEM!!!"
Martha Cook IL 61761-3702
"Please save the trees, which store carbon when left intact."
Darren Cook KS 66442
"Forests are the lungs if the earth! They must be put first."
Joseph Cook MD 21036-1033
"The use of coal as an energy source is the wrong approach to energy independence. Please do not allow Arch
Coal access to our pristine forests by the construction of new roads. Thank you. Joe Cook"
David Cook
MN 55346-3833
"we should be planting more trees not destroying them. Climate change is the biggest issue facing this

world. You can not possibly approve this action with that in mind."
Leah Cook
NY 14850-9542
""Roadless" is supposed to mean, you know, NO ROADS. That land belongs to the American people, and as
such, the American government is supposed to be holding it in trust for the American people. It does not have
the right to allow a corporation to use it for ANY PURPOSE, especially for private business profits."
Lewis Cook
NY 11375-3455
"When we have so many options for carbon-free wind and solar power, how does it make sense to trade
forests for yet more coal? Please rethink this."
Dana Cook
PA 19428-3206
"Please don't be destructive."
Kimberly Cook PA 17543-1019
"Uruguay can sustain their entire country on 94% renewable energies. We are Americans, we are innovators,
we should be racing to be the first county to give up destructive, addictive fuel sources. You mean to tell me
you can put a man on the moon but you can't install a solar panel?"
Nena Cook
WA 99156-9158
"Leave our wild forests alone and let Forest Mgmt take care of them, NO MINING as its destructive!"
Art Cook
WA 98206-1665
"This is moraly wrong not to see the death in this . We must clean our planet. Not spread it around. Just pour
some coal in a fish pond it will kill all the fish. Not good for fish or me. We've has enough acid rain thank you"
Paul Cooke
AR 72089-0083
"I hate these large companies that have to destroy the environment just to get raw materials. They do more
damage than good. They just pollute everything in site. The small rivers and streams that lead to reservoirs for
use by the public is contaminated. The soil is contaminated with their wastes that leaches into farm land from
rain run off. I'm wondering if there is a secretive ploy to poison the public to shorten our life span and decrease
the population? I have observed in the news how these large company executives could care less about
human life as long as they can get away with little or no punishment and continue with their unsafe practices.
Even when hazards are found and the executives are made aware, they still do nothing to make the coal
tunnels safe. Colorado has some of the best scenery and cleanest air, why destroy and contaminate it?"
Florence (nina) Cooley CA 93109-1958
"We now know the egregious consequences to the environment and to life on Earth of the burning of coal and
petroleum. There are benign alternatives. Let the coal and oil stay in the ground!"
Marian Cooley IN 47304-3042
"Arch Coal should not be allowed to destroy roadless forest in Colorado to mine more coal. This would cause
great damage to our economy and environment. We can't let our wild lands be destroyed for this."

Anita Coolidge CA 92007-1043

"We need to go GREEN -- NOT greeD!!!"
Patricia Cooney MI 48322-3765
"When countries around the world have acknowledged climate change and have agreed to halt its progress,
coal mining and the massive destruction of habitat in order to mine must be "off the table" permanently."
George Coons NM 87048-7309
"I'm watching you!"
Tracy Cooper
"Dear US Forest Service, Please stand up for the natural resources of Colorado and the people of the United
States rather than profiting a single company who will benefit. The domino effect is not accepatable risk. Thank
you, a concerned citizen."
Judith Cooper CA 95924-0134
"Save our beautiful, oxygen-producing forests!"
Kathleen Cooper CA 92530
"We live next to the Cleveland National Forest at 3000 feet. Residents close to and ever far from the forest
stopped a project that would have ruined a canyon with hundreds of years old trees."
Shambie Cooper FL 32931-3834
"Keep thrnColorado Road Rule in place. It serves a purpose to protect all of us from the greed and destruction
of the mining industry."
Ryan Cooper IN 47250-3026
"The planet seems increasingly finite and Coal is not important enough at this point to sacrifice the serenity and
natural state of our forests"
Victoria Cooper MO 63119-3001
"Our Forests are our greatest preserve, they are not a dumping ground - stay out!!!!"
Margo Cooper NY 12989
"DO NOT LET ARCH COAL INTO ROAD LESS FOREST TO MINE FOR COAL. WE CANNOT KEEP
DESTROYING OUR ENVIRONMENT FOR GREED."
Bill Cooper
NY 12989-2101
"Fossil fuels will be the death of us, and coal is the dirtiest."
Cassie Cooper OR 97538-9711
"Coal is dirty and a form of fuel left in the past. Roadless forest land is few and far between and provides a safe
area for wildlife to thrive without the interference of man and our trail of trash and destruction we leave behind. I
would ask that you please leave this area alone and do not allow the company to come in and destroy it. Coal
is not the answer. We need to focus on clean energy, Renewable energy and hopefully in the near future free
energy. Paving the way for more coal mining only sets us back even

further from moving forward."
Steven Cooper OR 97212-1078
"Don't let Arch Coal mine the coal in CO. We don't need the added carbon footprint, nor do we need the
destruction of wildlands that mining does."
Melissa Cooper OR 97424-1424
"Step out of the 1800s and stop this insanity!"
Jon Cooper PA 17566
"I was under the apparently mistaken notion that your mission was to protect the forests- when did that change
to sacrificing them to corporations?"
Pam Cooper TN 38128-3742
"Our atmosphere is already at dangerous levels without this coal company removing untold oxygen producing
specimens so they can further the essential quality of the air we breathe!!!"
Patricia Copenhaver IA 50126-1427
"Close the arch Coal loophole."
David Copper VA 24401-3679
"Leave it in the ground and leave the forests alone"
Terri Coppersmith MD 21158-1825
"It's more than time for society to move beyond the use of fossil fuels and the Jurassic mindsets that
promulgate it. Stop this ridiculous practice now! Grow up, America."
Pamela Corbacio NY 10992
"Stop the madness! There are better choices."
Michael Corbett NY 10024-2006

"Please don't destroy our wild lands for dirty coal. It is a fuel of the past, not the future."
Todd Corbett OR 97486-9614
"Please stop this loophole which would set a dangerous precedent for our wild lands. Help stop up to 65 miles
of road from being bulldozed across 19,000 acres of roadless forest, degrading habitat for black bear and elk,
goshawk, lynx and trout...all to benefit one corporation. Please don't allow Arch Coal to reap profits while
adding huge amounts of climate pollution to our atmosphere, all at the expense of wild, roadless forest! We
need to turn the tide before it is too late. Thank you."
Paul Corbin
IA 52101-9584
"I don't want coal to be used . It is too polluting for our earth."
Susan Corbisier WI 54601-6612
"Don't do it. Think of the future and our children. When these forests are gone wr will not see them again.
Trees provide oxygen and do many things for the environment."
Anne Corcoran

CA 90066-7048
"Please respect the forests of Colorado & do not bulldoze them to access coal. Thank you Anne"
Janice Cordeiro NJ 08081-5671
"Enough! There are so many reasons to stop coal mining. My father died at age 42 from "black lung" he
hemorrhaged to death in our kitchen in front of me, his 12 year old daughter. Thanks to coal 3 siblings and a
wife struggled to keep afloat and an amazing father was forever lost. For coal profit! Now you would like to
destroy a forest that we need. They clean the air and provide oxygen. You would take that away for a profit.
ENOUGH!"
Rhio Coreli
NY 10027-5215
"Our government needs to push for the development of clean renewable energy sources and stop destroying
our Earth Mother"
Joanne Corey NY 13850-1424
"In short, we need fossil fuels left in the ground to safely sequester the carbon emissions that are overheating
our planet and we need the trees to photosynthesize as much carbon dioxide as they can. Please keep Arch
Coal from damaging Colorado."
Bonnie Corey OH 43606
"Keep the coal in the ground!!"
Mia Corinha MA 01908
"Stop the loopholes and save our forests!"
Michelle Cork MI 48035-3996
"We need to stop destroying this planet! It may not matter this minute this hour or this day but in years to come
it will! Stop Stupidness Now!!!"
Dawn Corley FL 33024-8065
"Enough is Enough, are we going to wait until we have nothing left of this planet."
David Cornell OR 97540-6641
"Coal is on the way out! This proposal is going exactly in the opposite direction. Hello, anybody awake there?"
Frank Cornella MO 65809-2214
"No such thing as clean coal. Save our forests!"
Clelia Corona CA 92683-3976 "NO!"
Marianne Corona CT 06455-1223
"This must stop, our roadless forests are so very important to not only climate pollution but also to global
warming!"
Norma Corona TX 78250-4745

"Please do not reopen the loop hole."
Terri Corral
"Leave the forests alone!!!No more dirty coal mining!!!"
Edmund Correia CA 94022-4201
"The Forest Service must act on behalf of the interests of the many and withdraw its support from those
seeking only short-term profit."
Aradia Correnti WA 98115-7133

"I know the mighty dollar rules all, but in a time when our world is struggling to stay livable, I'm hoping you'll
reconsider allowing this to happen. If you can't consider what will happen within your own lifetime, please think
about the generations to follow. Thank you."
Jim Corriere CA 92227-9508
"Thank you for reading my letter.End the destruction of forests!"
Anne Corrigan CA 92104-5747
"Forest service means protecting our beautiful forests, not bulldozing them for the coal industries' profit."
Anne Corrigan CA 90066-2031
"Please put environment before profit. Thank you!!"
Bethany Cortale NJ 07751-9750
"Reject the coal mining loophole to the Colorado Roadless Rule."
Loyd Cortez
TX 78227-4538
"Stop the bulldozing of our forest trees. Let's keep our air clean. Let's keep our big shade trees for our children
to sit under."
Dorothy Cortright SC 29212-1531
"We must work to stop the use of fossil fuels which pollute our atmosphere and add to climate change as well
as destroy our wild lands. Do the right thing by not reopening the coal mining loophole in the Colorado
Roadless Rule."
Scott Corwin NM 87016-0220
"Also, US Forest Service, let's step back and look at where our precious Federal dollars are going. We do NOT
need to invest in continuing, reviving a dying industry that harms our nation and the world as a whole. In the
17th Century, coal was what we had... current technology. Today, we have a safer and healthier future pollution-free renewables. Look at China. You cannot walk thru Beijing without a mask on. That is not where
this nation needs to go. Regardless of any financial royalties, we must say NO to further coal development. It is
the Needs of our nation that must be served. Say NO to further expansion of Arch Coal in our lands, Please."
C Corwin NY 13111
"It seems apparent that alternative energy sustainable energy will not become mainstream until the dirty fuel
companies are shut down. Too bad we feel forced to go in a negative direction in order to

ultimately go in a positive one. one."
John Cosgrave CA 95006-1407
"When there is no road in the wilderness, it means hike. You destroyers of nature should take a hike off a pier
and forget to come up for air."
Rachel Cosgrove VT 05403-6510
"Please do the right thing by not allowing Arch Coal to destroy more forests. Thank you!"
Rosa Cossios CA 92706-3633
"I oppose coal mining in Colorado. Do not destroy our pristine land."
Bill Costa
NY 11963-1406
"PLEASE protect our natural resources and environments. Thank You."
Ann Costa
TX 77251-1600
"We only have one earth. Please take action to stop this needless destruction."
Fran Costabile NY 11733-0710
"Please no more coal mining. We need clean energy and all the trees we have to keep our planet in balance."
Mary Costello
"Arch Coal has gutted mountains in West Virginia and poisoned watersheds people depend for their drinking
water. Don't let them do this in Colorado."
Nancy Costello FL 34134-7840
"Please help preserve our environment! Thanks for anything you are willing to do!"
John Costello NY 10990-3705
"Forests help reduce pollution in contrast to coal which increases it dangerously, as recent news from Beijing
reveals."
Bruce Coston CA 94087-1749
"Stop the insanity ."
Kristen Coston KY 42629-7918
"Some of the public servants we've been electing are no longer representing the public. Instead, they've gotten

greedy and have continuously shown their allegiance to big businesses and certain groups of multi-millionaires
and billionaires. It's time for someone to do what's right for our children and grandchildren, our planet, the
wildlife on this planet and the future of the human race! Protect our environment, take a stand and do what's
best for us! Not"them"!!"
Luis Cota
AZ 85648-6834
"Help stop the destruction of our planet, the future of your children, our children depend on it."
Theresa Cote CA 95713-9628
"we don't need more roads in our forests. We need our forests to be left alone as our national treasurers

and as one of the chief captors of green house gases."
Steven Cote CT 06016-9534
"Please stop this!"
Christine Cotler TN 37354-6003
"Please protect our forests where our beautiful birds & animals live,"
Justina Cotter AZ 85748-9201
"This land is the people's land and it is being sacrificed for the profit of a single company. Not only does Arch
get to profit off of public land, the use of the coal goes on to harm people's health through air pollution and add
to the warming of the planet. Please do the right thing and deny this permit."
Chris Kanit Cottrell WA 98136-2317
"How can allowing Arch Coal to mine this area be in the common good? I can't understand how this can even
be considered. Keep it in the ground!"
Jessica Coulter
"Preserve our wildlife and forests."
Martha Coulter Laing ID 83815
"Coal has no place in a clean envioroment. Leave mature alone."
Nina Council OR 97520-1432
"No loopholes, no more destruction of the lands. No more bulldozing, our trees absorb CO2 to help stop
climate change. Stop all the destruction"
Larry Coupal FL 34684-1406
"We are moving towards universal energy and low grade polluting energy is no longer needed and to allow
Arch Coal to go ahead within pristine forest areas is a crime against Mother nature. Do not allow it."
Claire Coupez WA 98036-5668
"The survival of this planet, in turn, humans, depends on the preservation of forests. Also, on steering away
from polluting sources of energy such as coal. Please spend the time and money on sources of natural
energy."
Dr. William Courliss
"Numerous States have 'roadless rule' to protect the Peoples' Forest Lands. Why are you allowing Arch Coal to
VIOLATE this RULE for the sake of carcinogenic excavation of coal?"
Francine Cournos NY 10471
"We need to stop destroying our planet. I have grandchildren and I want them to survive!"
Robert Courson MI 49684-8955
"close loophole"
Robbi Courtaway MO 63119-4720 "#N/A"

Joyce Cousino NM 88030-6416
"No more coal, leave it in the ground!"
Virginia Cousins OH 44278-1305 "No! No! No!"
Michelle Cove
"Enough already, we need to end this forest destruction. "Paving the way" is simply not the answer!"
Leslie Cover
CA 94611-1040
"Dont bulldoze the forest!"
Barbara Covey PA 19506-8242
"Please use your intelligence and political status to prevent more damage to this planet and its inhabitants!
Thank you for whatever you can do in this effort."
Gaya Covington UT 84123-2900

"Do NOT let your legacy be one of destroying pristine forests and lands for archaic fossil fuel energy sources
such as coal, when that money could be better spent developing cleaner energy sources and leaving the
forests and lands intact and the coal in the ground!!"
Diana Cowan CA 92084-7279
"I grew up in coal mining country and it ruins the landscape. Please close the loophole that allows ruining the
forests."
Linda Cowart LA 70441-3518
"Please do not take the homes of the voiceless in the name of greed."
Anne Cowden CA 95404-3620
"Stop now degrading our earth for a fuel source that will soon be replaced by better and cleaner ways. Try to
work with the environment and change your business now."
Rhonda Cowden TN 37921-4154
"By allowing this mining you increase climate change with deforestation, mudslides, affect the quality of the
water with contamination, look at Mexico for a example of deforestation. This is how it begins, not to mention
the effect on the wildlife. It does not take much bulldozed here and a little bulldozed there to add up to this
massive climate issue we are suffering now. Is it worth it?"
Dave Cowen CA 92127-5914
"We need more forests, not more coal. This kind of senseless destruction of the environment to produce a
destructive and incredibly dirty form of energy has got to stop!"
Justin Cowles HI 96708
"There are better options. Think about the eons it took to create fossil fuel, and what it means to dump it back
into our life system so suddenly. Think about the damage done to allow that. Pursue a different path, one
without a dead-end."
Natalie Cox

KS 66044-8915
"Countless CRIMINAL activity occurs around Coal Mining. One is ILLEGAL DRUG trafficking. In addition to
stop coal mining, please contact pharmacists to outlaw pseudo ephedrine as this is what is used to make
methamphetamine. Criminals that come with coal mining are ones who steal other people's dogs and eat
them. Hideous human murders. Thanks!!"
Tim Cox
MO 65746-8860
"Stop deforesting our trees just to be greedy for coal. Find it elsewhere."
Eleanor Cox
NC 28722-7464
"It doesn't make sense to me for our country to allow mining of more dirty sources of energy. Instead we should
be investing in less poluting forms of energy."
Susan Cox
OH 43147-7855
"Let's go to renewables that don't require us to wreck the planet!!!"
Chadwick Cox OK 73071-4828
"Not only is that providing coal,dirtiest fossil fuel, but this is wiping out a major carbon capturing system as
well."
Linda Cox
TX 75067-5304
"The age of coal is over. It is time to stop mining it and leave the wilderness wild."
Catherine Cox VA 20158-3455
"Stop Arch Coal from destroying even more of our environment for good. No more loop holes for polluters. Put
their money in renewable energy research!"
Allison Cox
WA 98070-7808
"Stop coal mining in our forests!"
Steve Cox
WA 98105-4302
"wild means wild! For the people, not as a resource for the private sector! Stop selling public land resources to
pay for an unbalanced budget!"
Nicole Coxon MI 48871
"We need to preserve what wildlife we have left and keep our forests intact. Fossil fuels should no longer be

mined as we are now aware of the havoc we are wreaking on our only home."
Phoebe Cozad WI 53177-1022
"We need to treat our forests as the true treasures they are and not exploit them merely for profit."
Phillip J Crabill TX 75068-5249
"Our wild lands and wildlife must be preserved for the benefit of us and future generations!!! Climate change
will make the human species become extinct if we do not act NOW!!!!!!"
Toni Crabtree FL 33023-6024
"Stop the insanity of systematically destroying the very earth we live on! Wake Up... Coal is OUT! How

stupid are you people? Forests produce oxygen and global warming will surely kill us one day if people like
YOU don't wake up!"
Fred Cradler WI 54311-7203
"Dear Forest Service: if you allow Arch Coal into Colorado, I imagine Earthjustice will be looking into your
possible reasons for favoring this rich, rich company over the United States. Since we already pay your
salaries, you wouldn't want more money from any other source ... or would you?"
Walter Craft LA 70117 "#N/A"
Karen Craft
OH 45042-8142
"We are creating other energy resources so that destroying thousands of acres of untouched forest is
unnecessary and a waste. Let's leave something for future generations to marvel at."
Joan Crafton OH 45429-3358
"It is the right thing to do. We do not have the right to kill the land. It is on Loan to us from The Creator."
Tom Craig
CA 93534-6400
"Now is the time to let these dirty industries fade away. Stop fouling the nest. Commit to renewable energy
sources."
Ella Craig
CA 95540-2856
"We must protect our forests! Please don't allow coal mining to take place in these roadless area."
Jill Craig
MD 21756-1505
"I believe roadless should mean roadless for all companies. These 65 miles of road are not needed and are
being constructed to help Arch Coal."
Janelle Craig MI 48864-3608
"Stop ruining our heritage. Think about the future."
Shelley Craig MN 55126-8440
"If you have children or grandchildren, surely you care about the world they will live in some day. Please do the
right thing, look deep into your heart and know that the destruction of our planet is A very avoidable action if we
become conscious of our decisions and values. Thank you very much."
Annette Craig MO 65686-9645
"Stop destroying the forests. The earth was not created for humans to destroy--and that is exactly what they
are doing. Stop this atrocity before it's too late."
Debra Craig
NY 14624-4011
"Our pristine forests need to be protected . To allow Arch Coal to bulldoze thousands of roadless forests is
going in the wrong direction--as far as global climate change goes and the needed movement away from the
destructiveness of fossil fuels. Do NOT allow this destruction and de-evolution!"
Morgan Craig

PA 19103-1330
"Do we not see the wood for the trees? When will avarice give way to common sense? Perhaps when there is
nothing left..."
Brenna Craig WV 25168
"Arch Coal has destroyed my home forests of West Virginia, don't let them destroy yours."
Wanda Crain NY 13838-8609
"Our future environment needs protection, not destruction through road ways in our forest for coal. Come on Wake up, money won't buy you Fresh air!"

Sister Eleanor Craiog KY 40049
"The bulldozing of pristine forest is just not okay. We have to leave the coal in the ground in such precious
places, just as archaeologists have begun to leave precious artifact in the ground because their extraction
methods are too destructive."
Barbara H. Cram PA 18914-1540
"There is no road back after tearing apart our natural lands."
Paul Cramer OH 44131-3405
"No more dirty energy. Leave our last, few remaining natural areas of the globe alone for the next generation."
Sharon Crane
"The oxygen, carbon Sequestering & beauty of this forest must not be destroyed for the profit of one greedy
company."
Jeff Crane
FL 33169-5223
"Promote clean energy"
Susan Crane KS 67218-1122
"I live in neighboring Kansas. Colorado is where the forests (oxygen processors and more) are, and they are
dwindling as it is. Digging for more coal is not a solution here; if we and our descendants are to survive and
thrive on this planet, we need to plan and act with more sustainable, collectively beneficial solutions well in
mind. Thank you."
Llona Crane
OR 97814-2676
"Clearly we need to replace those who head the Forest Service with people who will serve the public and our
country instead of working for a coal company."
Valerie Cranmer SC 29078-9661
"Coal is dead! Clean, alternate fuels are alive and thriving. Close all loopholes."
Anne Crans
MI 49426-9448
"the beautiful forests will never, ever come back - if these land are "coaled" - please stop this destruction of
beauty! instead, preserve this beauty for our future generations, your children and grand children - thank you
for reading and taking action to protect!"
Elbert Crary

OH 44023-6203
"Fossil fuels have no place in a renewable energy Future."
Susan Crawford CA 94920-1408
"Increased coal mining results in more fossil fuel burning which will exacerbate global warming and bring about
the rapid demise of our precious planet. Don't let this happen. Give this poor world a chance!"
Philip Crawford IL 62704
"Destroying pristine forests that remove co2 from the atmosphere in exchange for coal that produces co2 to
further contaminate the atmosphere and destroy elements necessary for life is unjust, asinine beyond
comprehension."
Allan Crawford MA 02129-1901
"so yet again, some a-holes in the Forest Service are getting back-hander from Big Business to allow this to
take place - look for the guy driving a Merc?"
Randy Crawford MT 59063-0428
"ARCH coal is in trouble .. they cannot be bonded for enough capital to allow them to go forward on further
mining. It is time to halt the taking of coal and halt the incursion of mining in roadless areas. This taking of
resources is not in the best interest of the public or clean air."
Todd Crawford NC 28445-7026
"Thank you for reading my letter. This is exactly the behavior that must stop immediately so I am confused as
to your even considering allowing this egregious and extremely destructive activity. I hope that your
consideration of the application is merely administrative in nature. Please do allow this coal company to destroy
more of our pristine areas. Coal as s fuel is rapidly on its way out. Please help it move out a little faster."
Judy Crawford OH 44145-4579
"Please protect our pristine forests from dirty-coal mining. In the long-run, it will cost all of us dearly as far as
climate pollution. Our children deserve better!"
Alice Crawford WA 98166-1714
"BULLDOZING SO MUCH PRISTINE ACREAGE IN ROADLESS FOREST IS ABSOLUTELY GREED AND

EGREGIOUS ACTION, AND SHOULD NOT BE ALLOWED. PLEASE DO THE RIGHT THING FOR OUR
REMAINING WONDERFUL LANDS, AND STOP THIS SENSELESS COAL MINING IN SUCH SENSITIVE
LANDS!"
Joyce Crawley IN 46160-9532
"Climate change is REAL - these morons need to educate themselves. They are contributing to our own death!"
Jackie Creager MI 48103-3430
"We need to preserve our pristine roadless forests. We have to start looking for other energy sources that are
renewable, not continue destroying our environment."
Ceilidh Creech NM 87512-0050
"No mining should be done until you start encouraging more nuclear facilities. Wind, solar and other

alternatives are good but they simply cannot keep up with demand. Nuclear is the cleanest, greenest energy
source we have."
Mary Creegan OH 44132-1402
"I was born in a coal mining town. Deforestation continues to be damaging to the environment. Be responsible
for: the air we breathe, the displacement of wildlife, the water we drink. Be good stewards of our common
home."
Neala Creel
VA 24014-6630
"Our forests are necessary to sustain life. There are other coal deposits to exploit."
Mairlyn Crenshaw OH 44203-7301
"We must value our land. Once this starts there will be no way to stop the terrible damage."
Leah Crenwelge TX 78734-5222
"Coal is dirty and trees are extremely important to the environment. The U.S. has no excuse for not using
cleaner sources of energy. We have the technology."
Jeffrey Creque CA 94952
"No More Coal Mining.Anywhere.Period."
Hope Crescione CT 06515-2209
"There is no place for coal above ground! We've had enough of its pollution!"
Sharon Sam Crespi WA 98260-1467
"Coal is on its way out. Wall St. Big banks and big investments firms around the world see coal as a bad
investment. Universities are divesting from coal as are pension funds. To support big coal is a lose lose and
bulldozing pristine forests is a huge error. America is rapidly becoming losing traction as other countries pick up
the slack."
Tom Creswell OR 97338-9637
"There are no more excuses to rape more land for coal. Resources should be kept in the ground, like a bank
account, until needed. Not mined solely for profits."
Rosina Cretney OR 97520-1361
"Coal is a thing of the past...keep it there! Stop destroying Forest Lands...stop destroying the Earth to mine
more coal."
Donna Crider IL 62062-6473
"As a grandmother of two young boys, I want the natural beauty of our country to be preserved. Please do not
allow Arch Coal to destroy any of the roadless forests."
Lynn Criner
MD 20785-2928
"Solar energy is becoming much more cost effective and within a few years should replace coal, oil, and natural
gas. We should do all we can to protect our environment and not develop more coal, oil, and gas. We need
pristine forests and clean water more now. ."
Diana Crispi

CA 90034-1852
"Please save our forests. Why would we make it easier to mine coal when that is so dangerous to our planet?
Let's focus on sustainable energy. Let's do what makes sense for our children and grandchildren's generations.
Thank you."
Malinda Crispin WA 98112
"Please respect and protect our natural open spaces. Stop the profiteering of private enterprises at the
expense of the public good. Stop the dizzy slide toward total pollution of our earth. We need to implement

clean solutions now, rather than stand back while billionaires suck the last drops of profit from filth like tar
sands, coal, and fracking gas while poisoning our environment. In other words, please do the job you were
created to do. Thank you for reading my letter. M Crispin"
Aaron Crist
PA 17847-8056
"As a nation we need to be moving toward renewable energy sources. Opening more land to coal mining will
serve to accelerate climate change when we need to be acting aggressively to slow or stop it."
Jacqueline Critser OR 97078-2332
"As a person who enjoys the wilderness areas of this country, a former resident of the Ohio coal producing
communities, and as the daughter of a former Fish and Game warden. I have seen first hand the devastation
that coal mining leaves in its wake. coal mining is an absolutely filthy, noxious, toxic, environmentally
hazardous undertaking that will ultimately destroy all that it touches. It is particularly galling that it's being
allowed on public lands without the public being allowed to give their input or receiving any recompense for
what is taken. We are in a critical time in the health and survivability of our planet, I t would be an act of rank
and unthinkable hypocrisy for our country to have sent our President to the Climate Summit while
simultaneously and willfully adding to the carbon and methane overload by allowing this, and other fossil fuel
projects to proceed. This constituent, this partial-owner, if you will, of public lands is urging you to cancel all
leases for the procurement of fossil fuels on public lands. Leave it in the ground."
M Critten FL 32503
"We are concerned about forests in other countries so why would you allow coal companies to damage our
forests? Stop it now while we can."
Robert Crochunis PA 15136-1266
"please stop"
Deborah Crocker MN 56308-8656
"NO! NO! NO! If it is NOT a win, win scenario, It is NOT a win at all! Americans are sick of corporations coming
in and destroying the best of our states!!! Destroying tourism, what's left of our animal habitat, etc. If you really
need to create jobs, then put up solar panels and windmills!!"
Jacob Croft
AZ 85704-5942
"It is our duty to protect our forests and environment before it is too late. We should invest in renewable energy
sources and reduce our need for coal and oil"
Denise Croft CA 92023-0307
"The Colorado Roadless Rule should not be breached in favor of coal mining. It will destroy vital wildlife

habitat that was created to protect the natural enviornment and all its life forms. That the forest service would
consider desecration and breaking its vows to protect this land for exploiting it is unconsionable. Too often
these days the Forest Service shows greed and irresponsible breaking of its mandate to protect our wildlife.
Are its leaders being bought off with bribery money from corporations? It certainly seems to be the case.
Disgusting and a betrayal of the people of the United States and the many devoted employees who must abide
by the corrupt hierarchy's policies or loose their livelihoods. I urge you to do the right thing and show some
spine against those who would make you feel shame in later years. Keep your integrity."
Margaret Croner MO 63146-3601
"The problem with we Americans is that we want immediate gratification especially when it comes to making
money. The planet, the forests, and all of nature need to be taken care of in a way that shows stewardship vs.
greed. Loopholes have nothing to do with anything but money and greed. Wake up and look to the future for
our children and grandchildren!!"
F Cronshaw NM 87059
"We need to preserve our wild areas whenever possible for future generations. Pristine, old-growth forests are
becoming all too rare. Please act to keep them whole."
Paula Crook
KY 40241-3433
"So little is left of restorative nature. Please act to preserve it."
Mary Crooks IA 52245-5231
"Coal is so dirty!! Leave it in the ground!!! Especially in a beautiful, irreplaceable forest!!!"
Sara Cropp
MD 21050-1413
"Please don't allow this to happen. These forests and its inhabitants are irreplaceable. Arch Coal cares only for
profit."

Christine Crosby CA 94040-3844
"Please leave coal in the ground where it belongs. The trees are much more valuable to CO and help slow
down climate change instead of adding to the problem."
Debbie Crosby TX 75010-1073
"Please don't allow this wildlife habitat to be destroyed."
Richard Crosland CA 92081-7450
"Please stop companies from ruining our roadless areas to send coal to Commie China."
Andrea Cross AL 36701-6537
"the forests are much more important to our enviornment !! You will destroy the habitat of too many of our
wildlife . The pollution would be devistatin. Coal co.'s have other alternatives . Protect wild lands . Shame on
you otherwise !"
Sonia Cross
CA 95660-3349
"Arch Coal does NOT have the right to put our lives in danger by polluting the air we need to breath and the
water we need to drink."

Jessi Cross
NM 88005-1161
"My heart aches for our children's children if such an action is allowed. You will be decreasing healthy CO2
metabolizing while increasing greenhouse emissions with such a move. Please consider the urgency to stop
global warming made clear by the Paris talks and join the movement to save the planet and our existence on
it."
Mary Cross
WA 98042-8268
"Leave It in the Ground! It's more important that ever the preserve these forests intact - just as they are
- to help fight climate change! Further, these forests belong to the people - All the People - and to allow Arch
Coal to go into this wilderness changes this land forever - there's no going back. Stop Coal Mining on Roadless
Forests."
Deborah Crosset CT 06035-1017
"It's bad enough that a company wants to profit by removing coal that will accelerate climate change. But to
destroy thousands of acres of untouched forest to do so is even worse. Two wrongs do not make it right.
Protect the forest and all that lives in it, and protect our world by saying no to Arch Coal and any like them."
Jalan Crossland WY 82442-0547
"We need more forests and more clean air, not more coal!"
Gerrit Crouse NY 10960-2124
"I sign as an emeritus member of the American Institute of Biological Sciences (AIBS)."
Catherine Crow MA 01721-1100
"Please don't allow this to happen. Thank you."
Kate Crowley MN 55795-3079
"We should be doing everything possible to MOVE AWAY from coal as a fuel. Destroying forest land in order to
dig this archaic resource is doubly wrong."
Cynthia Crowley-hardi CA 95503-5525
"Please close the loophole In the Colorado Roadless Rule that would allow for more access for coal mining.
Show us that you can do your jobs by fixing such loopholes so that your constituents know you are being
reasonable and forthright in your actions."
Van Crozier
WA 98070-6236
"Allowing new roads through roadless areas to access coal would be taking a giant step backwards. We know
that coal is best left in the ground, fir the good of the planetary ecosystem. Please disallow this road-building
for Arch Coal."
Keith Crudgington CT 06825-2606
"Coal is archaic. Coal is highly polluting... to air, land and water. The coal industry would flatten all of
Appalachia if you let them. Say Noooooooooooo."
Elizabeth Cruickshank FL 33755-6102

"Please do all you can to PROTECT our forests & their inhabitants, and ultimately, the planet."
Karen Crum

CA 94611-1517
"I am deeply offended by the threat to 19,000 acres of wild, roadless forest that is habitat for black bear and
elk, goshawk, lynx and trout just for the benefit one corporation that is continuing to add to climate pollution. Do
not open a loophole in the Colorado Roadless Rule; do not degrade wild spaces for profit."
Keith Crumbo CA 92028-1113
"What do these coal mining people not understand about climate change. No more coal extraction on public
lands!"
Brooke Crumley CA 93108-2102
"We must do everything we can to maintain our majestic forests."
Laurie Crunk AL 35406-2055
"Please proactively support our forests!!Thank you!!"
Carole Crutchfield VA 24151-5810
"Sirs: I oppose any Forest Service permits or other actions that allow for the construction of roads in wilderness
and pristine forests. Please do not reopen the loophole in the Colorado Roadless Rule for Arch Coal or any
other entity to bulldoze, clearcut or otherwise destroy wild lands for corporate profits. Thank you."
Lynn Cruze
TN 37708-6031
"Roadless for a reason! I, and millions of other Americans, want OUR PUBLIC LANDS TO BE PRISTINE AND
WILD! No coal mining or for profit logging either on MY land!"
Joe Crymes
NY 14850-6506
"Let's preserve this coal until there is a period of global cooling-- then the carbon dioxide can benefit our
decendents."
Ferenc Csabai NJ 07885-1900
"The environment is a birth right of every human on this planet, without any consideration to wildlife and it's
existence rights. To destroy more of our already limited billion years of the Earth's evolutionary project so you
can dig up a product, coal etc, who's use will further destroy humankind for claimed jobs and profit is a plan to
ultimately destroy human life while in the process degrading our quality of life.
WAKE UP"
Elizabeth Csicsery-ronay VA 22207-3532
"Please keep roadless forests roadless. We don't need coal mining. In addition it pollutes our environment."
Tova Cubert WA 98122
"We will never be free of coal pollution if we continue to mine for coal. Not only are the climate costs high for
the project, the permanent destruction of the wilderness is unconscionable"
Madir Cuddy CA 92111-7011

"Red Alert in China!!. Coal is not an option in the 21st century. And we need our trees and forest to counteract
at least a little bit for deforestation in the rain forest."
Deborah Cudworth PA 18938-9551
"Do not sell out to the dirty coal industry"
Nina Cuic
WA 98042-4874
"Coal is past its due date. Stop mining in OUR forests. We are the owners and do not approve!"
Ginger Culbertson SC 29615-1386
"Forests are shrinking. Any kind of mining that will damage the forests contributes to climate change and
degrades air quality as well. Our energy needs should be met by developing solar and wind power, not by
continuing to use coal."
Trevor Cullen
"Please leave a pristine landscape pristine! We need to ease away from prolific use of coal, and future
generations will benefit more from open, preserved space than from the pollution caused by more coal
consumption!"
Virginia Cullen AZ 85704-3720
"Stop Arch Coal from bulldozing thousands of acres of pristine roadless forest in Colorado in order to mine
more than 170 million tons of coal."
C.A. Cullen
NJ 07876-2034
"Please close the loophole and leave a small part of our environment as it is before it's destroyed without much
thought for the future of our country. Thank you."

Alan Culler
GA 31322-4029
"This is the time to protect forests and to reduce fossil fuel extraction, not encourage additional development in
coal mines. Thank you."
Grover Cullipher
"Stop destroying our forest,don't you know you're depleting our oxygen when get read of the forest ."
Lisa Culp
IL 60201-6411
"Mining coal has got to stop, especially in pristine forests. Climate and the earth over short-term profit!!!"
Pamela Culp NC 28804-2762
"We have enough fuel. Please save our forest and natural areas for our citizens and generations to come.
Thank you."
Anne Cummings CA 95403-1403
"Coal is over. Please protect the forest that is an essential part of our respiratory system and protect the future
from fossil fuel triggered climate change."
Linda Cummings OH 43543-1640
"Stop destroying the earth for the profit of the select few"
James Cundall

TX 76209-2048
"NO MORE FOSSIL FUELS. Wind and Solar need to be paramount for our future. Stop ruining our beautiful
America and planet!"
Adele Cunningham GA 39819-8704
"Preserve our roadless forests for future generations! Keeping coal in the ground will help us make the
transition to other energy sources. Someday we may have to mine this coal, but not now!"
Jon Cunningham MO 63132-3524
"Its time to quit giving public wilderness to coal companies and other polluters! Jon Cunningham"
Saran Cunningham NJ 07960-5933
"The U.S. Forest Service should not only defend our forests but our climate as they are interdependent.
Allowing Arch Coal to proceed with this course of action would do neither."
William Cunningham OK 73132-2007
"Roadless forest means roadless! Please keep it that way."
Jane Cunningham WA 99223-4999
"I can't think of many things more awful to do to our country, our planet, and our children than to put 170 million
tons of coal's emissions into the atmosphere and speed up climate change. I use to have respect for the
Forest. Service but this is unconscionable! Your job is to protect forests not destroy them."
Patrice Curedale CA 90290-4470
"Keep it in the ground. Especially the protected grounds of a publicly owned wild forest! We are watching."
Peter Curia
AZ 85257-2637
"LEAVE FOSSIL FUELS GROUNDED!"
Betsy Curlin
NC 28105-9148
"Keep the coal in the ground! Not only will it tear up the forests to remove the coal, it will also make global
warming worse."
Steve Curran CA 95112-5232
"Exploiting remote forests in the name of 'progress' is so yesteryear. Come to think of it, so is damaging the
environment to access new coal deposits. Coal has had its day. Let it go. Diversify into renewables and leave
the forest be."
Cathy Joh Curran MA 02021-2108
"These forests need to be preserved!"
Jennie Curran TX 77320-1003
"Leave the forest wild."
Sarah Currie-halpern NY 10013-2165

"We (humans) are at the brink of suicide as far as climate change on this earth according to scientists, climate
experts and Pope John Paul among millions of others. We CANNOT develop and allow any more coal to be

mined spilling more GHG emissions into our air. Please make sure this doesn't happen! Thank you."
Judy Curry
CA 92630-2210
"Open no loopholes for coal!"
Keith Curry TX 78641
"NO NO NO NO NO NO NO To Bulldozing EVEN 1 Acre Let Alone 19,000 ACRES"
Mary Clare Curtis CA 90731-6346
"Coal mining is dirty and dangerous, And it's wrong to sacrifice forest to coal interests."
Penelope Curtis CA 95945-8726
"NO MORE COAL AT THE ENVIRONMENT'S EXPENSE & THE U.S. TAXPAYER'S!!!"
Wendy Curtis NJ 07043-2540
"Do not let Arch Coal bulldoze thousands of acres of forest!"
Roxanne Curtis NY 14468-8975
"Coal should not be the fuel of choice anymore. This proposal is a triple whammy-ruining the forests,
destroying habitat and adding tons of pollutants to our air. PLEASE-do NOT allow Arch Coal to ruin that forest,
or any other!"
Jamie Curtis OR 97402-0457
"Oh for goodness sake! Don't let coal companies ruin - or affect even in the slightest - our forests. Our children
and their children deserve better from you."
Michelle Curtis TX 78765-4025
"Please don't bulldoze our forests! We need the pristine land and trees. Our environment needs to be protected
for us, our children and all the future generations. We need to focus energy efforts toward renewable energy
NOT fossil fuels."
Candy Curtis WA 99208-5930
"The earth needs to keep fossil fuel in the ground--including Arch Coal."
Susan Curtiss CA 90005-3601
"Coal mining is hurting our environment, no matter where it occurs. But it is especially immoral to mine for coal
and replace thousands of acres of pristine forests. We need forests desperately. They are the earth's lungs."
Dan Cush
PA 15215-1608
"We don't need another source of dirty energy, we need clean alternative energy! It's not about jobs, it's about
profit for a few!"
Catherine Cushing NH 03580-0262

"I am forwarding this letter because I believe that the Colorado Roadless Rule should be honored. I support
any efforts to stop the Forest Service from giving Arch Coal a way around the Roadless Rule."
Jean Cushman MD 21286-5427
"Who will be responsible for ending the most beautiful places on earth? And who will be responsible for ending
human life on earth? I hope not Arch Coal. Please don't let them bulldoze thousands of acres of forest."
Virginia Cutchin VA 22801-4014
"GET OUT AND STAY OUT."
Paul Cuthbertson FL 32407-2478
"why not consider the public good for a change?"
Julie Cutter
NY 10471-1046
"Please STOP Arch Coal from bulldozing in the forests of Colorado. Protect these forests from such
destruction. Thanks."
Castle C-w
NH 03049-6285
"Please, Forest Service, do not even consider allowing this coal company to destroy our precious forest! You
are tasked with protecting this resource. Please stop the profiteers from ruining Colorado (and the earth)
forever."
Lenore Cymes CA 94303-3119
"A land with out forests is like humans without a soul. DON'T STRIP YOUR (AND) OUR SOUL AWAY."
Sharon Cytrynbaum NJ 07039-3401
"If you really love your children, and their children, you will not let this happen!"
Steven Cyzner TX 78749-1331
"I find this proposal crazy -- coal companies are stopping mining and you want to destroy wilderness to mine for

coal. Hey, it belongs to everyone, not you or them."
Gerald Czamanske CA 94303-3418
"Too much greed in this country. Roadless forests must be protected."
Dawn Czapski NM 87111-1557
"We must preserve our forests and not cause any more pollution. This is now critical for the survival of the
human race! We must stop the ruination of our world for the profit of a few. There are other cleaner ways to
go."
George Czerw NC 28465-8425
"In light of the damage that burning fossil fuel has done to the environment, I am appalled that the Forest
Service would give any consideration to this proposal. The government is supposed to be protecting the vital
interests of the U.S. citizenry, and not corporations."
Margo Czinski MI 48191-9720

"As we watch the Climate conference in Paris wind up, it is clear that now is the topi me to act to protect our
precious Earth."
Daniel Czuprynski WI 54016-1747
"Please stop! More coal?! Really?!"
Barbara Czyrnik PA 15214-2821
"There is something wrong when we will destroy thousands of acres of pristine forest in order to mine coal.
There are alternatives to mining and that is renewable solar and wind power. Please do not destroy our
forests."
Beth D
NY 11215-2232
"we dont need, nor should we want to add to the current dire climate situation. coal is not our future, but forests
are..."
Sophia D.
CA 92688
"We can't just ruin Earth to get what we greedily want. Open your eyes, look around. Isn't it bad enough?"
Kathylynn Dabanian PA 18960-2314
"Stop NOW before it is too late!"
Philip Dabice CT 06880-2246
"End this loophole! We don't need the coal from here. And if they give in tax Arch Coal's gross revenues 50%
or more and float a bond to repair the damage; to the forest and the envirnment!"
Chris Dacus
TN 37020-4206
"Leave the forest pristine! This is another example of stupid humans doing stupid things, and for what? money.
dumb dumb dumb"
Susanna Dadd CA 91001-1805
"We don't need to use coal, so let's leave it in the ground. We have plenty of natural gas to work with if we
must use fossil fuels."
Julianne Daharsh CA 92106-1936
"Humans are already making a huge negative impact on this planet. We should be reversing our mistakes, not
making new ones."
Elizabeth Dahl MN 55723-8529
"We are counting on you to protect our forests."
Mr. Shelley Dahlgren, Phd WA 98029-7520
"The coal era is over. The fossil energy era is over. Stop expanding it. SDD"
Heidi Dahlin MN 55407-3342
"We have to prioritize our health, environment and future generations over profits for a few. Jeopordizing our
natural resources makes no sense."

Kate Dahlstrom MI 48348-5071
"No more coal at the expense of our valuable resources!"
David Dahlstrom WA 98027-6909
"Arch Coal has NO RIGHTS to AMERICA's Heritage-Our National and State Forests, Environment, Waters or
Air! STOP THIS LUDICROUS GIVE-AWAY to POLLUTERS NOW, Please."
Mimi S. Daitz

"The Paris meetings only reinforced what we know: coal is one of the worst polluters. And forests are an
excellent air cleaner. Coal mining in roadless forests is a lose-lose situation."
Marge Dakouzlian NY 10301-1936
"And this is what the white robes did not tell you: the white man, my children, will soon be no more. Do not hate
him for that will only delay his end."
Cecilia Dal Balcon AL 36033
"STOP THE DEVASTATION OF THE PLANET!"
Alexander Dale CA 95687-6512
"Life is greater than profit. No matter how much money is made, or how many "jobs" are created by trading the
future of humanity, it is not worth the destruction."
Barbara And Jim Dale IA 52101-1653
"We're only now beginning to realize the devastation that has already occurred condemning our children and
grandchildren to a significantly reduced quality of life. We thought all along we were making things better, but
now we know the side effects of all our "improvements." We must return to cooperation with creation rather
than exploitation of it."
Janae Dale
ID 83864-8817
"This is the only earth we are going to get, so we need to take better care of her. This is a greedy plan for
financial gain, but the price we all pay is much too high."
Byron Dale
IL 61108-6710
"I am aghast that the Colorado Roadless Rule enables further desperate measures to damage our environment
for what will later be seen as a paltry sum."
Robert Dale
OR 97201-3445
"Please!"
Diana Dale-hargraves MN 56379-2567
"How can we possibly think of opening up roadless wilderness to the exploitation of the coal industry? We must
NOT allow this to happen! Now is the time to look at other, cleaner sources of energy to develop, which would
increase employment greatly. Solar energy alone is increasing jobs nearly 20 times faster than the overall US
economy!"
Marcia Dale-lewinter CA 94115
"This appears to be another case of the regulators cozying up to the regulated. Don't they know anything

about Climate Change / Global Warming?"
Christopher Daley
"For more than 10 years I worked as a tour guide in the National Park and National Forest system for various
companies. Dozens of times I heard comments from my visitors about how shortsighted and mean it was to
destroy the things of unique value that we have been handed down to us in our National Forest and National
Parks system to reap short-term profit and gain for polluting industries. Please, take some pride in America and
in being American! Leave call extraction and truly on the extraction and all the other destructive dirty
shortsighted practices to the likes of India, China and Russia! We must focus on leading the world into the
future of balance sustainability beauty and elegant science. Proud to be American in a way that the interests
involved in the extraction industries never can be, Christopher Daley"
Thomas Daley AZ 85305-2539
"Please don't allow Arch Coal to destroy 19000 acres of pristine forest and habitat for so many endangered
wildlife and add to global climate change pollution."
S Daley
WA 98177-2545
"Our children and future generations need us to take a stand on pollution now. This includes protecting the
environment and wildlife, and minimizing industry impacts. Building new roads in the national forests and
mining more coal will not help. Please do not open this legal loophole in Colorado for Arch Coal and others to
proceed with these environmentally harmful projects. Thank you."
Vicki Dalley
MI 48146-4025
"Absolutely disgusting they paved paradise and put in a parking lot. Lets just turn the world to a barren
concrete hell."
Raquel Dall'igna CA 90292-6260

"We want more forests, less pollution. Please keep the Colorado Roadless Rule as it is. Reject the coal mining
loophole to the Colorado Roadless Rule."
Idajane Dalpino CA 94925-1011
"Coal is something that should be forgotten as a source of energy. Look at China. They can't even breathe. Our
lands should be left free of any commercial enterprises - that is why they were set aside in the first place!"
Deborah Dalrymple TX 75007-2701
"Bulldozing is not the way to mine coal."
Judith Dalton CA 94523-2339
"Stop desecrating the earth for money."
Richard Dalton MA 02540-2600
"This practice is unsupportable. It damages the country and the environment in two important ways: Mangling
pristine forests and adding to fossil fuel degradation of the atmosphere. Please do not allow this!."
Brad Dalton
VA 23508-2904

"Roads are the first step to environmental distruction!"
Keane Daly
"Stop digging for coal! Invest in renewables!"
Carleen Daly MA 01545-1530
"Enough with destroying the planet already! We need to protect our remaining pristine forests and increase
dependence on renewables."
Sharon Daly
NY 14226-3026
"Please act to benefit the people's health and that would mean keeping the trees in place to clean the air we
breath and the coal in the ground where it won't pollute our atmosphere or our lungs."
Janis Daly
RI 02910-2325
"pure greed"
Robert Damato DE 19709-1004
"Soon we will all be walking around with masks like the chinese,if you dont stop"
Bob D'amato NY 13808
"I cannot understand why someone or agency could allow this to happen in the face of overwhelming proof of
the effect dirty coal has on the our environment. Really irresponsible."
John D'ambra NJ 07405-1108
"Haven't we destroyed enough??!!"
Ronald Damholt TX 75039-3315
"Please protect our public lands for our children!"
Chris Damon NJ 08816-1124
"No bulldozing."
Michael Danaher FL 33486
"Stop the madness"
Galaxy Dancer
"Please respect what little wilderness is left."
Cecile Danehy RI 02916
"It is time to use renewable energy sources. Coal should be left in the ground and trees should be left growing.
Bulldozing pristine forests for the short term use of coal does not make sense environmentally. We stand to
lose too much for the very short term gain. Do the right thing and do not ever give Arch Coal or any other coal
company access to pristine roadless forests by rejecting once and for all the loophole to the Colorado Roadless
Rule. Thank you."
Tania Dangtran NV 89434-5387
"Do not allow Arch Coal to bulldoze pristine forests that would destroy habitas of wild life and let coal mines
spew dangerous methane contibuting to pollution."
Janet Daniel

AZ 85741-2716
"Our forests are more important than the coal!"
Robert Daniel KY 42240-5187

"Stop allowing exploitation of public resources for private profit. No coal ming, no uranium mining!"
Joseph Daniel TX 75230-4430
"Why kill what lives?"
Lawrence Daniell CA 95132
"Money is NOT important. Free access to nature is!"
PK Daniels
"The U.S. just signed an accord in Paris to stem the use of fossil fuels. Karl Rove says it doesn't matter
because all human life will be extinct in 80 years. Allowing coal mining or other mining on U.S. held forests,
parks, lakes, rivers or any other geography we hold in trust for the future is not only a sellout to the present, but
a betrayal to the future."
Breanna Daniels FL 32310-4905
"One day when the coal has choked out all the trees will you hopefully realize you cannot eat the money you
made from killing the earth."
Ceil Daniels
KS 66604-2759
"Destruction of our forests to harvest coal to burn is a double whammy in adding to the problem of global
climate change. Please do not permit Arch Coal or any other for-profit industry to destroy forest and important
habitat being held in trust for the American people."
Gene Daniels NC 28348-8975
"Please do not provide roads for Arch coal company. Thanks"
Shirley Daniels NJ 08343-1908
"There is no reason to do anything except advance renewable energy. Do we want to have a planet for our
grandchildren to live on?"
Ellen Daniels OH 44111-4561
"We Americans COUNT on these forests to preserve our wildlife & flora, to help preserve air, water, and soil
quality, and to provide both retreat and solace. Yes, even the places we can't get to! Shameful that we ask
developing nations to safeguard THEIR national treasure, the forests, while we tear ours up with abandon."
Cathleen Daniels WA 98685
"Don't you all think it's about time to start protecting the road less Wilderness for our Children and
Grandchildren??? The stupidity behind this madness to mine tons of coal while we are fighting Climate change
is unheard of. What planet do you think we will be living on if we do not change right now?????"
David Daniels-lee WA 98569-1027
"Terribly bad idea!"
Wanda Danielson

WA 98371-4325
"The U.S. Forests belong to the American people not for profit corporations that destroy and pollute our land
and then leave it for us to pay for it and try to repair it. This should be against the law. Who is protecting our
land, our people and our tax dollars?"
Aurelie Danko OR 97530-9265
"Please: keep the Colorado Roadless Rule in place and keep the fossil fuels in the earth where they belong. As
an American I take responsibility for my body, what goes in and what stays. As a member of Earth, I feel my
responsibility is to protect and nurture what is given to us. Thank you."
Jeannie Danna NY 14740-0134
"US Forest Service , Close the loophole that will allow Arch Coal from removing 170 million tons of filthy coal
from the earth bellow thousands of acres in roadless pristine forests in Colorado. You are here to serve and
protect, not exploit and destroy our natural resources."
Stephanie Danz
"Do not allow Arch Coal to continue destroying our environment while reaping huge profits. Coal companies
have no problem raping the land for their greed. I live in WV so I know! Just stop it now!"
Kathy Dapcic OR 97225-2515
"Hello, I'm not sure if you noticed, the world is experiencing a problem known as global warming causing
drought, devastating heat, extreme flooding, huge bacterial blooms in our oceans. Coal and deforestation are
primary contributors to global warming. You must not proceed with permitting Arch Coal ... A line must be
drawn. This madness of destroying the earth must stop."
Tracy Darby
MO 64055-8152
"Please protect our beautiful land!"

Sara Darby
NH 03229-3139
"Neither Arch Coal, nor any other corporation, should be allowed to destroy wild roadless forests, simply for
their own short-term profits. Thank you for your consideration of my concerns regarding this extremely
important matter."
Colleen Darjean MI 48219-2914
"We can't live without our earth dumb asses!"
Cindi Darling CA 94930-1819
"We need to reduce carbon in the atmosphere. Trees help do that. Burning coal adds to the carbon count.
Please rethink this!"
Steve Darnell MI 48197-8119
"Help stop up to 65 miles of road from being bulldozed across 19,000 acres of roadless forest, degrading
habitat for black bear and elk, goshawk, lynx and trout...all to benefit one corporation."
Debi Darnell TN 38565-5090
"If we intend on continuing to bring children into this world we need to smarten up to the fact that there won't be
any safe clean places left for them if we don't start somewhere. This is as good a place as any to start so let's
try and save something of this country for a legacy!"

Dorothy Darr CA 93150-5816
"OUr earth needs to be preserved for those who follow us, not destroyed."
Rebecca Darr OR 97202-6364
"It is time to realize that we must find other avenues to fulfill our energy needs in this country. The destruction
of our environment continues unabated every day through the impacts of global warming. To add more carbon
emissions to the mix whether for burning in this country or shipping to places like China, while permitting the
direct destruction of habitat in order to extract this material from the earth is unconscionable."
Carol Darrah KS 67226-8249
"For my children and grandchildren to be able to live with a love of nature and less climate pollution, I am
signing this petition."
Dolores Darst WA 98362-8429
"Its not enough to say you are protecting our forests for future generations. Action must follow!"
Wendy Dart WI 54750-0063
"We must get off fossil fuels as soon as possible. Our economy has boomed in times of technological
innovation, WWII. We are the can do people not the no can do people. The legislators who ar bought by
polluters should lave their positions immediately"
Camille D'ascoli SC 29063-2621
"These invasive energy industries are dying. There is no excuse for putting them on any form of life support to
enhance lining the pockets of a few at the cost of the natural environment."
Catherine Dash IN 46613-3043
"Coal is Nature's way of locking up the excess carbon. Leave it alone. Sun power is better."
Julia Dashe
CA 94609-2157
"Forests are our future- not coal. Please do the right thing for your children and their future. Thank you."
Rosalie Dasko CA 90402-1844
"Please save the forest."
Suzanne T Dater MD 20816-2509
"Saving our land, forests and wildlife is of prime importance to all mankind."
Suzanne Dauber NC 28730
"Please protect our national forests and preserve needed wild lands !!!!"
Peter Dauel
KS 67203-2558
";;A road less area, means "no roads"."
Rossana Daumas TX 78666-8385
"We must create alternative energy resources no matter how many jobs will need to be transitioning into

a solar and wind economy."
Judi Daunell CA 93305-3429
"Any coal remaining should be left in the ground! Coal is a dead industry and should not be allowed to continue

killing people with its extraction processes and pollution."
Elaine Daunis FL 34684-3841
"We need to preserve more of our natural woodlands. Animals are being killed with this construction as well .
Leave the city life for the city."
Rita Davenport CA 92530-4126
"We must change to renewable energy sources! Should have done decades ago. Now it's urgent."
Marie Daversa TX 77084-2400
"Reject the coal mining loophole to the Colorado Roadless Rule because it is the right thing to do."
Gregory David MN 55416-2822
"This is Pandora's box again. You may not change the laws to suit yourselves or others in pursuit of profit at
the expense of the environment. Period"
Audrey David NY 10603-3800
"Why are we still mining for coal? Why are we doing this in pristine forest in Colorado? Haven't we destroyed
our planet enough. Your supposed to be protecting our forests, not destroying them. The fact that this is even
up for discussion is sickening."
Davy Davidson CA 94023-1939
"No bulldozing precious forest habitat in Colorado for coal!"
Judith Davidson MA 02653-2737
"Keep Colorado forests pristine, and think of wind and solar farms instead."
Eleanor Davidson OR 97703
"Absolutely against any new coal mines, of course there will be a long transitional period which present mines
can provide until solar-wind-thermal-conservation??-able to supply."
David Davies CA 90212-6936
"End coal and protect valuable forests."
Laura Davies IL 60123-7620
"Please realize that the majority of Americans value natural lands, animal habitats, clean air and water and
deny this land grabbing, profit hungry company the right to further destroy our wilderness."
Karin Davies IL 60194-2516
"Please stop this madness. We have no planet B."
Andrea Davies MO 63130-2208
"It is unproductive to promote coal when we need to switch to healthier alternatives"

Charlene Davies WA 99201-5432
"Save our forests. Coal no longer has a place in our plans. It should not be supported."
Raymond Daviesson CA 95467-8050
"As a forest Engineer I am very familiar about the loss of wantersheds and down stream impacts on water
supplies.,accessing mine sites destroyes untold miles of forests. Vote no on such forests and water
destruction."
Margaret Davino NJ 07733-1700
"Please allow trees to help this earth instead of bulldozing them to pave roads for coal mining, which is so
destructive to our earth. I do not see how this is not violative of the Colorado Roadless Rule."
Jack Davis
"Just what we need, more fossil fuel, and emissions. Get GREEN hommie. Just the fossil fuel fired equipment
to mine this is enough 'GREEN HOUSE GAS""
Greg Davis
"There is no such thing as clean coal. Just don't. Leave the forest alone."
Geoffrey Davis
"We do not need coal but we do need the forests as the trees are part of a great cycle the life cycle. Money is
not a critical part of the life cycle for all humankind"
Rachel Davis
"With climate talks going on right now, mining more coal is not the right direction. There must be another way to
generate income for this area."
Ayanna Davis CA 94702 "#N/A"
Sheila Davis CA 95945
"Instead of mining coal in our forests, we should be protecting forests and planting more in order to sequester
more carbon."
Michelle Davis CA 95062-2510
"Keep it in the ground! We have options and coal mining needs to stop altogether, let alone in our endangered

forests. The short term benefit we will get from allowing this will leave us all with ecological scars for years to
come. The loophole was closed for a reason!"
Jacob Davis
CA 95973-7715
"Please, we HAVE to stop using coal immediately or we are lost. The science is clear. Please don't throw
humanity under the bus! (or the bulldozer in this case)"
Deena Davis CA 94546-0823
"Pristine forests must be saved for future generations, and for the health of the planet. Stop this destructive,
polluting coal industry."
Patricia Davis CA 95954-9502
"Protect our forests!"
Carla Davis

CA 94925-1768
"Say this out loud: You KNOW it is destructive to our environment & harmful to the health & safety of human
beings!!!!"
Katherine Davis CA 90029-8964
"This loophole is dangerous. No profit is worth this diaster in the making."
Patti Davis
CA 90403-5406
"Wear supposed to be stewards of this earth, but we are destroying it. Please don't contribute to the
destruction."
S K Davis
CT 06010-8518
"Ideas like this are the reason why our planet is rapidly becoming a terrible place for humans to survive. WE
NEED TO LEAVE OUR UNSULLIED PLACES REMAIN UNTOUCHED IF WE WANT TO LEAVE
DESCENDANTS A HABITABLE PLANET. WE DON'T HAVE ANOTHER ONE TO OFFER THEM!!!!!"
Kris Davis
FL 32640-2950
"I oppose reopening of the coal mining loophole in the Colorado Roadless Rule. It will lead to the destruction of
pristine wilderness areas and further contribute to climate change."
Susan Davis
FL 33513-7548
"Please STOP the madness!"
Merle Davis
FL 33154-1295
"Those who are destroying Earth for profit will be dead and will not see it's end. Their children and
grandchildren will be the ones who will suffer."
Marilyn Davis IL 60202-1123
"It is ironic that the climate talks are taking place between nations and in this country, supposedly the leader,
we are still dealing with this outrageous proposal for money!!!"
Candace Davis IL 62901-1260
"Please do NOT allow Arch Coal to mine in this beautiful forested area. Forests and the animals who live there
are important to let live, and increased coal production will only hasten the degradation of our air, water, and
soil."
Nancy Davis MA 02138-6715 "."
Bradley Davis And Suzanne Slyn Davis MD 20878-4377
"Please eliminate this loophole on a permanent basis and protect the environment!"
Mary Davis
MN 55346-2120
"We need to stop continuing down the road of fossil fuel production NOW."
Phillip Davis NC 28338-9305
"Bulldozing national treasures so we can burn disastrous forms of energy in order to appease coal

companies is just NOT very bright. Act responsibly: keep it in the ground."
Liz Davis
NC 28712-8489

"Please don't allow the destruction of our wild lands and, even worse, allow the mining of coal and more
damage to the environment."
Daniel Davis NE 68959-2017
"It's just not worth it! Why doom our future for cheap energy today when we know the consequences?"
Vera Davis
NM 87505-4903
"Coal is killing our planet!"
Lisa Davis
NV 89103-4386
"Keep America beautiful. Stop the destruction of prestige forests."
John Davis
NY 11751-1924
"Please keep the future of our planet, our children, and our wildlife in mind and keep the Colorado Roadless
Rule as it is."
Pennie Davis OR 97333-1513
"Leave coal in the ground for future generations, so they can decide if coal is good for their environment... Do
we have to destroy everything???"
Kim Davis
OR 97304-1135
"Please leave what's left of our forests ALONE!"
Heather Davis OR 97005-8921
"Stop digging coal and all that dirty crap leave it in the ground"
Joan Davis
OR 97023-9702
"Why does it take so much outrage to prevent climate change deniers from destroying our world and humanity
just to reap more corporate profits!! LEAVE YHE COAL IN THE GROUND!!!!!!!"
Clint Davis SC 29654
"Please protect our forests. We need them and we love them."
Laurie Davis TN 37777-4270
"Coal is a dead end. Invest in green energy now. Fossil fuels are fossil thinking."
Bill Davis TN 37160
"Do not bulldoze roadless forests, or mine our national forests."
Carol Davis
UT 84117-4310
"Stop contributing to dirty energy."
Cynthia Davis WA 98632-4743
"Please side with nature -- not profit. When do we truly start to cherish the environment and protect it?"

Erika Davis
WA 98261-8769
"Time for major technology transfer--join the forward-looking companies pursuing sustainable, renewable,
planet-and-Life-friendly energy sources. So much talent, creativity, and people-power at your fingertips--use it
for creating a better future for all! Take the lead, and you'll make more money than you dreamed possible! And
leave the coal in the ground and the forests unmolested."
Janet Davis
WV 25420-0134
"Please take the correct road away from further air pollution, away from further deforestation and destruction of
wildlife habitat , away from further climate pollution to our atmosphere."
Nancy Davlantes HI 96744-1921
"While the world is trying to negotiate a global warming treaty, why in the world would USFS even consider
permitting Arch Coal to bulldoze pristine roadless forest to mine the substance that the rest of the world knows
has to be phased out?"
Donna Dawley FL 33901-5003
"We need forest for wildlife"
Desdra Dawning WA 98502-4842
"Taking care of our wildlands is part of you job. Please do the right thing and stop this idea of reopening the
loophole to the Colorado Roadless Rule. It was created for a reason!"
James Dawson CA 95618-6741

"Please take action to deny Arch Coal to both mine coal which is the leading cause of Climate Change and to
bulldoze the forest to do so which is also an important cause of Climate Change. These actions together would
be a huge step backwards in protecting all of us and our descendants from the ravages of Climate Change.
Thank you for your consideration. Sincerely, James Dawson"
Gail Dawson WA 98339-0562
"keep it in the ground....free energy is here and coal is pointless"
Susan Dawson WA 98058-0612
"leave coal in the ground, our nation is switching to renewable energy."
Moira Day
CA 91403-4438
"#N/A"
Cris Day FL 32960
"No Planet B."
Edward Day
FL 32829-8542
"Seriously? Allowing this destruction all in the name of COAL?!! We need to be moving BEYOND this type of
thing. Not catering to it. Do the right thing and lead this nation away from fossil fuel and away from
environmental rape!"
Linda Day
MA 01057-9764

"We are stewards of this planet. Let's preserve its beauty!"
Chris Dayani CA 91505-1811
"We need to stop destroying our world for a temporary energy fix. There are other energy resources which do
not entail ruining our earth home."
John De Forest CA 94121-1119
"Protect our land, not the corporations."
Virginia De Forest WA 98033-6562
"We need to save trees that reduce carbon I the atmosphere. We don't need more polluting coal."
Reenie De Geus VT 05650-0118
"Keep it in the ground. No more private profit on public lands."
Ana De Give WA 98236-9302
"Please do not allow coal mining and associated road construction in wilderness areas! We need to move
away from fossil fuels and towards alternative forms of energy that don't contribute to greenhouse gases and
global warming. Thank you!"
Olivia De Javelina AZ 85719-1936
"PLEASE STOP MINING THE PLANET FOR DIRTY ENERGY IN PRISTINE AREA FOR YOUR PERSONAL
GAIN. THE FOREST BELONG TO US ALL, NOT YOUR CEO"
Lisa De Jesse CT 06259-9508
"Please say no to Arch Coal and close up the loop hole in the Colorado Roadless Rule for good. For your
children and mine."
Patrick De La Garza Und Senkel TX 78503-3076
"Don't damage our planet for profit."
Dirk De Lu CA 95065
"A forest requires trees. Your name is not the US barren land service. Multiple use of our forests requires
forests. No more coal mining."
Maia De Raat CA 94103-3422
"Enough with the coal already - ever heard of global warming?!"
Raym De Ris MA 02155-2447
"The roadless forests of Colorado are an environmental treasure and asset for us all, now and for at least 7
generations to come. Please do not let them be sacrificed for short-term selfish gain."
Kayleen De Vier OH 44067-2277
"WHO SAID YOU COULD CONTINUE TO STRIP THE PLANET OF IT'S LUNGS???"
Sharon De Vos MA 02139
"We should not be coal mining at all. And certainly should not be destroying pristine forest.Please do not

reopen this loophole. We are watching."

Philip De Vos VA 24574-3335
"Save these forests. Trees absorb carbon from the atmosphere, and prevent mudslides by managing rainfall.
Coal is a failing industry. REMOVE LIFE SUPPORT"
Christy De Voy FL 33311-6049
"Do the right thing, "Forest Service." Try working FOR the people on this, not Big Coal. Y'all should be
ashamed at your continual pro-destruction stance."
Julia Dean
CA 95062-1037
"please don't destroy our earth in the name of profit."
Christopher Dean HI 96755-1088
"This is pointless. How about investing in whale oil? Coal, oil and gas are done. The internal combustion
engine is old fashioned and inefficient wasting 80% of its energy as heat wear as electric cars use 80% of the
energy for torque. Coal is filthy and destroying our environment in so many ways. We don't need it. We don't
want it. Solar energy can easily power the world just by using existing roof space. All we need is storage and
there are so many ways of doing that. Why don't you put your money in emerging markets? That's where the
money is. you know, for people who claim to be capitalists, you sure don't get how to make money. Get in
early and get out before it collapses. It's collapsing now so you better get out. Here's one storage method you
can get started on. Use excess solar energy during the day to winch heavy weights up towers, existing ones
will do. Then drop them when the sun goes down."
K Michael Dean MI 48084
"Since 1952 with the Immigration and Nationality act, it has been illegal for Congress or any duly appointed
official. To allow the admittance of any foreign being into the country who is part of, or subscribes to, any
institution or religion that seeks the overthrow the US Constitution. That would mean all talmudic based
religious clubs, both of them judaism and islam, are illegal in this country. As they are terrorist organizations to
the US Constitution in ever seeking to replace the US Constitution with their homosexual pedophile only
agenda. All synagogues and mosques must be converted to public libraries and museums with these talmudic
espionage clubs banned and all arrested at every level acquiescing to talmudic agendas. These demented
aspirations of a 240 year old 7 generation club, should be a case history in a psychiatric college. Instead the
1800 extended family members of the house of rothschild have manipulated the worlds banking through
unmatched quantity of controlled assets in the worlds countries finances since 1815 when they acquired
England. No admittance visa can be granted to any individual who is affiliated in any manner with islam or
judaism as these clubs both seek to overthrow the world and state murder is fine of none club members, it is
not. The people of each country where this psychosis is accommodated must make arrangements to have the
adherents of these clubs institutionalized. Their insidious abuse of humanity must be dealt with with including
the investigation of all hired members of their fabricated clubs, like the UN, the IMF, the CIA, for compliance, as
difficult for me to conceive any could be ignorant or innocent of the talmudic zionist islamic world hegemony
agenda. The bad science lie of greenhouse gasses from human activity causing global warming, pitiful
unsubstantiated rubbish. It is UV class C radiation from the Sun measured impacting the surface for the first
time ever in 2013 in Ecuador, announced as headline in April 2014. Monsanto have acquired the weather
manipulation patent in 2012, Boeing corp purchased in 2010, from william finnigan head of naval weather
warfare for 28 years using aluminum phosphate, barium salts and strontium work . Day

769 of 10 million metric tons per year, per david keith, aluminum sprayed 24/7 by 3000 airborne tanker
refueling craft, modified to spray aerosol metal powders. They are adding glyphosate, for a world agriculture
monopoly, only their gmo synthetic distortions will survive. Contact your elected servants, 1./ Demand all
aerosol spraying by the US airforce stop, arrest all involved. 2./ Abolish the CFR, arrest all its members all at its
creations, the IMF, UN, CIA, for racketeering, espionage, and operating under an illegal charter. Only sovereign
nations can be granted a charter, not groups, clubs, or people, per Constitution. 3./ Remove the president from
office and charge him with being a spy., under the UCMJ at
906.106 traitor under 18 USC, Part 1, Chapter 115,Sec.2381.S. No TPP, No illegal, UN socialist amnesty,
secure that border."
Sara Dean
NM 87401-7353
"Invest in clean energy!!"
Marla Dean TX 78734
"Hasn't enough been destroyed for the benefit of so few. Stop destroying the forest for coal or any mining
complany."
Sheila Dean

WA 98083-3434
"I oppose the Forest Service proposal to reopen the coal mining loophole in the Colorado Roadless Rule."
Susan Deangelis
"Just as the world has agreed that we need to stop using fossil fuels in order to save the planet in something
like its present condition, it is not now the time to allow increased mining of the most polluting fossil fuel there
is: coal."
T Deangelis
PA 19067-6402
"Do the right thing. We need to preserve our planet."
April Dearbeck VA 23139-7700
"Please listen to the environmental experts! Our future generations NEED trees!"
Jay Dearien
ID 83843-1045
"We just have to stop mining coal. If not today, we need to decide a day in the near future and say that from
here we will do something else. No choice."
Karen Dearing KY 42071-7714
"This is a terrible precedent to set. We will end up with deserts if our forests disappear to say nothing of the
ecological damage done by this type of dirty energy production."
Marjorie Dearmont TX 78605-4176
"The cost of the carbon dioxide pollution is too high in human, animal and forest life. We must use alternative
ways for power and leave the coal in the roadless forests for a viable future for all of us."
Carol-ann Dearnaley MA 01349-1320
"Long after the coal industry has been deemed redundant, we will be stuck with the scars and the
environmental damage of this mining. Please, that think of the future."
Carol Debell IA 50428-3732

"Destroying the carbon absorbing forests so that a carbon spewing fuel can further damage the precious water
we drink and the sacred air we need to live? Nothing but asinine."
Christina Debernardi CA 94564-2374
"Find another location that does not require killing more forests."
Peter Debes NY 14607-3316
"Many species require unbroken tracts of forest or open space to succeed. With expanding agriculture and
population these places need our utmost protection."
Renetta Deblase MD 20781-2631
"Pleastop the bulldozing of land in Colorado for mining purposes. The animals need the land for grazing and
finding food."
Jason Debruler WA 98029-2619
"Must there be nothing sacred, nothing off the table, nothing pure for our children? Coal is dead, leave it in the
ground!"
Anthony Decarlo FL 34741-7608
"We have many mines that have coal and there is NOT a need to ruin a pristine forest and surrounding lands
just for more profit. Save America's beauty."
Sharon Decelle IL 61801-6731
"The mission of the Forest Service is "To sustain the health, diversity, and productivity of the Nation's forests
and grasslands to meet the needs of present and future generations." Its motto is "Caring for the land and
serving people." It is unconscionable that the Forest Service would even consider allowing the significant
environmental damage that goes hand in hand with coal mining to occur in this pristine area."
Bernadine Deckard CA 94591-5767
"Stop these assaults on our precious earth and environment. ENOUGH IS ENOUGH!"
Alan Decker MO 63026-3402
"Wildlife is disappearing all over the world,because corporations keep taking the land where they live. We can
live without coal we can't live without a proper eco system. Do the responsible thing. Keep our forests pristine"
Richard Decker PA 18017-1716
"Are you crazy? We need these forests to be protected!"
Glenn Deckert IL 62002
"I think that this is a disgrace to our beautiful countryside. Just in the name of big business and profit without
any regard to the consequences of their actions!"
Frank Decleve GA 30450-4711

"No more coal."
Mary Ellen Declue

"Keep coal in the ground. Keep trees above the ground!"
Adrian Dediu OH 43017-3419
"It is mind blowing to read that today a USA agency is still debating if it's feasible to mine for COAL, the dirtiest
energy source possible, and that while we are having the biggest international conference on climate change in
Paris. Please stop this maddness!!"
Rosie Dee
"there are fewer & fewer wild places PLEASE leave alone as it's worth more than $$$s to many people"
Laurice Dee
AZ 85204-1480
"Please, please keep Arch Coal away from the vast roadless forest! The entire forest must be kept as pristine
as possible! We do not need another contributor to the ongoing climate pollution! Many thanks!"
Diana Dee
CA 91606-3013
"This must stop."
Caroline Deegan AZ 85331-8701
"Given that coal is the fossil fuel that most contributes to global warming, it is folly to mine it anywhere, much
less in pristine forest lands. This must be stopped!"
Mary & Jack Deegan IL 60559-1815
"In the name of "All of our collective futures", leave the carbon in the ground and the forests standing."
James Deegan NY 11792-2109
"Vital to our health and our planet!"
Ester Deel
CA 94603-4142
"WE need to keep our forests intact."
J Deem CA 94941
"I grew up in the beautiful state of Colorado. Leave it alone, stay out!! No more climate pollution! No coal
mining in Colorado."
Stanley T. Dees FL 33947-2157
"WE have very little of our forest and wild life areas left. To destroy them in the name of greed, make little
sense."
Michelle Deese CA 95968-0053
"Once the forest is gone it's gone."
Paula Defelice CA 94803-2749
"As if coal isn't bad enough, they want to destroy roadless forest. It shouldn't happen. Not now. Not anymore."
Andrea Defrancesco ME 04634-3244
"Now, more than ever , we need to retain these forests as carbon sinks. We need to also stop relying on

such huge carbon producers , such as coal. Please work to preserve the health of the people. Anndrea"
Debra Ann Degenshein WA 98607-8014
"Trying to save the environment his my second unpaid job!"
Jan Degrandchamp WA 98682-9059
"Time to change your policy regarding the destruction of these precious forests and take of them for future
generations. It is your job, isn't it?"
Eva Degreff
"If our planet is to survive and we would like our children to enjoy this world, we need to clean energy and we
need to start now!"
Kristopher Degrow NC 28806-3368
"Coal stinks! Please prevent ANY deforestation by coal companies."
Patricia Dehler FL 34221-3495
"I HATE coal and all it's pollution. There is no such thing as clean coal!"
Cory Deitchman
"In today's world with climate change clearly a threat we should be moving away from fossil fuels not
establishing more coal mines. Additionally, we should not be damaging our few remaining pristine forests.
Protecting wildlife and trees should be a priority for our country. Do not allow mining in our pristine forests."

Nancy Dejarlais CA 95010
"Coal is too dirty to use, anyway. Leave our forests, with the many benefits they provide to all creatures on
earth, ALONE!"
Peter Del Core
"At a time when America should be taking the lead in the fight against Global Warming , to continue to destroy
our environment at the expense of all of our futures is unimaginable. This should be stopped immediately ."
Martha Del Rio CA 95825-4104
"Please protect Mother Earth. Humanity will be held accountable."
Marilyn Delafield NC 27401-1934
"The time is now to stop using polluting coal and to find alternate sources of clean energy!"
Everett Delahanty NY 10601-1300
"Please preserve our forests!"
Adair Delamater ME 04530-2823
"Our wild areas need to remain untouched. Tell corporations to buy private land for their destructive activities."
Patrick Delaney OR 97838-2130
"I know this place well. It would be outrageous to spoil it this way."
Shirley Deleon

CA 95956-0116
"This plan has no respect for the future. Our children along with all who come after us will suffer for our short
sighted greed."
Barbara Delgado FL 33125-1012
"Please do not allow this destruction to take place. These forests are pristine and should stay that way."
Jane & Leo Delgado NY 10463-2600
"leave the wilderness trees alone and be dammed the roads for more coal."
Wendi Dell
"I do not understand. Do these people at Arch Coal not have children of their own? It's time to think about the
long term of life on this planet, not just the immediate profit. Is money so blinding? Does it trump the value life
and the beauty of this planet?"
Tim Deller
MD 20782-3316
"Let's keep our forests and leave the coal in the ground. This will force us to produce more renewable energy.
To me that sounds like a win."
Patricia Dellera NV 89502-5784
"The job of the Forest Service is to PROTECT the forest! Loggers are held to restrictions. This is no place for
Arch Coal!"
Susan Delles OR 97537-9771
"We need more pristine foreststhan coal development"
Regina Dello Russo NM 87801
"Coal mining is on its way out, don't allow the last vestiges to permanently damage pristine forest. Coal doesn't
pay, not environmentally, think ahead."
April Dellomargio PA 19143-2034
"Please do not allow the destruction of habitat for black bear, elk, lynx and trout for profit!"
Jim Delong
CA 95405-7642
"So much is wrong with this, I don't know where to begin. Single minded corporations like this are destroying
this planet. Arch coal must be stopped."
Ron Delp
OR 97206-4858
"The world does not need more access to fossil fuels. The fossil fuels already under exploitation must stay in
the ground for potential use by future generations. Do not allow the greed of the current generation of corporate
owners to destroy irreplaceable natural resources."
Mark Deluco NJ 08753-7763
"We don't need high volume coal when we have alternate sources of much greener energy, eg. solar & wind.
Just another fat ass company digging for dollars!"
Pamela Demar FL 33777-4423
"Please save our forests and don't allow this company from destroying our country."

Mattheew Demars WI 53711-3436
"We have a moral responsibility to stop changing the climate of our planet. Keep coal in the ground!"
Judy Demarsh WA 98028-3932
"Do not destroy forest to mine the dirty fuel coal. This is a doubly dangerous activity - destroying forest, which
absorbs CO2 - to mine coal to produce even more CO2. Stop destroying the environment."
Walter Dembos Jr.
IL 60098-8156
"Quit raping our posterity!"
Adam Dembrow NY 11201-5011
"Our nation simply cannot afford to trade forests for coal. The continued reliance on coal is endangering our
very way of life. As a parent and an American, I believe the time has come to make a change. I urge you to
reject the coal mining loophole in the Colorado roadless rule. Thank you for your consideration.
Adam Dembrow"
Vera Demchenko PA 18438-3008
"FORESTS ARE CRITICAL LIFE-Support systems. PLEASE DO NO DESTROY!"
Kathryn Demeritt WA 98177-3853
"Today a Bing news link says "Arch is in negotiations with its creditors for a possible restructure in its debt
profile. According to the analysts, much of Central Appalachian (CAAP) region coal production remains
unprofitable at the present spot price. JP Morgan believes this indicates that the coal industry needs to further
cut capacity." Is Arch Coal looking for a cheaper way to get coal by bulldozing thousands of acres of pristine
roadless forest that belong to the citizens of the U.S? Don't allow this, Forest Service! Climate change,
pollution and environmental devastation will be the result."
Barbara Demeter CA 94942-0608
"PLEASE reject the Forest Service's destructive proposal to reopen the loophole in the Colorado Roadless
Rule that would allow coal mining, specifically Arch Coal, from not only destroying pristine forests but also
further pollute our atmosphere. Please hear this outcry!"
Alice Demetreon
"It is hard to believe the Forest Service is even considering this proposal. Are you not there to protect the
environment? While Arch Coal reaps the benefits, the Environment gains nothing. I find it very suspicious.
Please do not move forward with this horrible proposal!"
Brook Demmerle
"Consider the future. We are perilously close to ever more serious effects from climate changes."
Carl Demonbrun AK 99705-6220
"We must restrict the lands from strip mining, even for coal . Restrictions must be set and the punishment for
violations severe."
Mary Demoor MO 63366-2203
"It?s about time we STOP the wasteful use of our lands for the benefit of a few who will profit and care little
about the impact of their decisions on the environment. The continued use of coal when we know that that
causes unreparable harm to the environment seem irrational. WE have the power to heal our

planet if we make the right decisions. If not, the consequences are disasterous."
Jan Demorest WA 98926-3412
"Please do the right thing; don't reopen the loophole that will allow more destruction of the little remaining
pristine forests. Don't promote coal extraction. That money needs to be used for renewable energy
development. Thanks for listening and doing the right thing!"
Della Dempsey AK 99623-4110
"We only have ONE planet."
Kathy Demshar WI 53066-9311
"This is nuts. We are all talking about climate change. First, we need to find other means other than coal.
Second, destroying forests where trees help with climate and then all the poor animals. Do Not Allow This!!!!"
Susan Denardo FL 32176-4152
"Please stop bulldozing our world."
Timothy Denby VA 23185-5006
"Please do not destroy the forest to get to coal. It is a dirty fuel that we should be phasing out not cutting down
our national forests to get to. Please stop this process now!"
Lynn Deneau
"The demands and desires of human nature are self-serving and predatory at a cost no one can afford to pay.

We are here to learn how to transcend human nature and become enlightened human beings because intellect
without conscience is a vile, wicked thing."
Donna Deneault FL 32407-6511
"Forests are critical to providing us with oxygen on this Earth. Close the loop hole."
Sabrina Dengler
"Forests are integral to the health of our planet and the health of our society. Loopholes that cater to short term
industrial benefits rather than big picture wellness should not exist."
Jessica Denham CA 91506-1030
"Please keep wild lands wild."
Justin Denham KY 41056-1429
"Stop the destruction of our forests!"
Toni Denicola NY 10701
"We are looking to develop a sustainable energy policy which will promote the regeneration of the planet and
the support of a healthy human species and decrease the ongoing extinction of species."
Marcia Denison OR 97048-3410
"Please,please, don't do it."
Chuck Denk
NM 87102-1708
"Coal is dirty, as well as being uneconomical."

Leona Denne NY 12860-0288
"Let us invest these billions in renewable sources of energy instead; it is a terrible waste of time and
environment to continue down a dead-end road. Thank you."
HR Dennett AZ 86442
"We need the Earth, it doesn't need us."
John Dennis MI 48089-1310
"If they didn't need roads before, what makes you think we need them now. It's asinine to even think about it."
Frances Dennis NC 27534-7521
"Roadless forests need to remain roadless. There's an energy glut right now, we don't need this coal."
Todd Dennis WI 53714
"Every day we are faced with a question: Do we value nature and the Earth that sustains us or are we intent on
procuring every bit of non-renewable resources while destroying the Earth? I ask you to value nature and
oppose the destruction of roadless forests in the name of profits for coal companies."
Carolyn Dennison CA 92840-6041
"This is a horrible abuse of a pristine forest. It is known what a coal mine does to an area. How can this be
allowed to happen here?"
Thomas Dennison LA 70518-7729
"It is a crying shame that such destructive deforestation is permitted to take place at all, let-alone for the
purpose of adding-to an already out-of-control pollution-problem (i.e., the mountains of coal ash). As if that
weren't enough, I am convinced (on a personal level) that there are multitudinous "answers" buried within
EVERY coal-field, that will *never* be discovered if they are dug-up by traditional methods. People in positions
of control over such resources SHOULD be responsible, and held accountable to the people of this nation.
Their responsibilities should include insuring the involvement of appropriate personnel (scores of college archaeology/anthropology students, with appropriate leadership) to find those "needles in the haystack", before
they are forever destroyed. The pace of work will most certainly, of necessity, be slowed-down somewhat. But
the science will inevitably be grown, and: 'nobody NEEDS to get-rich-quick' anyway."
Sarah Densmore IN 46040-9564
"NINETEEN THOUSAND ACRES OF AIR-CLEANING TREES AND WILDLIFE HABITAT must be preserved!!
It's
time to focus on developing clean sources of energy that do not rape Mother Earth and propel all of us to
extinction! Please do not allow Arch Coal to bulldoze this precious land. Thank you."
Francesca Denton SC 29909-4255
"Global economies must move away from this devastating energy source and keep our forests complete to
absorb the carbon dioxide we so recklessly emit"
Karen Deora OR 97212-3148
"Think of the future and not just as short term profits for private companies."

Birgitta Depaoli CA 96161-5050
"The technology is here for solar energy. I can't see any reason to destroy our forest when we can put that
money towards learning ways to use the Sun."
Peter Depasquale NY 11201-6902
"Violating this pristine forest speaks negatively for the great state of Colorado."
Judy Depenau CA 95401-4833
"We need forests more than we need coal mines or coal plants. Stop Arch Coal - prohibit them from destroying
forests to mine more coal. The interests of Arch Coal do not supersede the interests of the environment."
Harold R. Depew OR 97338-1618
"We need to stop the destruction of all of the things that can't be replaced! And the sooner we can do this ,the
better things will be for all of us!!!!!!!!"
Bill Deppen
FL 33990-3500
"Be guardians of our public lands!"
Brenda Depuy VA 20109-6413
"This is terrible..we do not need to mine in these areas..."
Krikor Deramerian CA 91024-1402
"I believe we have come to a time of wisdom, understanding and urgency over climate change contributed by
our use of fossil fuels/ Coal is one of dirtiest of fossil fuels and extraction of this is being done through means
devastating to our environment. A double hit. We can not keep doing this."
John Dereix
VA 23188-1861
"We've done enough damage to forests--it's time to take action to minimize our human impact."
Nora Deret NY 11235
"Coal is a dead issue because it poisons the air that we breath. Aside from the fact that forest is doing its job of
cleaning the carbine dioxide from the air and being a home to forest animals."
GW Derieg
LA 70508-5614
"We need more coal like the nation needs more guns in the hands of idiots. Coal is an archaic, non economic
dirty hazardous fuel that should be left in the ground. Forest in Colorado is infinitely more valuable to the
nation. I hope the Forest Service recognizes this."
Kristopher Derks MN 55129-9575
"Remaining coal should stay in the ground."
Denise Deroba PA 15108-1536
"Once the pristine forest and primeval trees are gone they are gone. Just the pollution remains."
David Derosa PA 16156-4415

"Strongly in support of elimination of all coal burning. And subsequently will campaign against any politicians
who do."
William Derrah IL 60558-1367
"Destroy wilderness to get the dirtiest, worst green house gas energy source, that we don't need right now
anyway what a bad idea, sounds like some official has been promised a job at Arch Coal."
Lou Dersch
IL 62901-0744
"The world's climate is at a tipping point. Climate change IS NOT a hoax!!! Plans like this be blocked permanently. The Forest Service should not be part of the global climate change problem!"
Carol Ann Desanto PA 18616-8853
"Pristine means not corrupted. We do not need any more corruption of any kind."
Adam Deschepper
"Let's be conservative, and conserve this land and coal for needs in the future. Let's keep a balance, and give
back before taking. Before taking away new lands for new mines, before a mining company is allowed to take a
new area for a new mine, they should first have to clean up and restore back to nature, an equal amount of
land from a dead and previously used mining area."
Ken Deschere NY 14850-5606
"We should leave coal in the ground EVERYWHERE. Destroying areas of forest to pull pollution from the
ground is doubly toxic - it reduces the ability of our forests to purify the air we all need to survive."
Ronald Desilva HI 96706-4511
"We have to stay away from dirty fuel and move forward with ecologically friendly solar and wind power as

much as possible. Clean energy is the way f the future if we are to prevent excessive climate change."
Theodore Desmarais AZ 86351-8867
"no more coal !!! We must change to 100% Hydrogen Fuel cell infrastructure !! Stop all coal , gas, oil, nuclear
now ! We must go RE. now not later, now."
Judith Desmarais WA 98116-4427
"Thank you for a serious consideration to preserve our forested lands for posterity. ."
Vicky Desmet FL 33469-2071
"Our forests are our future. Stop the destruction of our planet. The only home we have so let s make a
difference and change the system"
Sheila Desmond CA 95682-9130
"Trying to save the rain forests in other parts of the world does not allow the US to run ramshod over our own
country, destroying everything it your path. We need MORE forest, not less. We need more wild areas, not
less. We need to stop the destruction before it's too late."
Lynne Despain AZ 85603-9761
"Stop raping the planet!"
Don Desroches DE 19711-4900

"ALLOW THE EARTH TO BE DRESSED, NOT STRIPPED!"
Michele Desrosiers NY 13619-9618
"Coal is an obselete energy and should be banned in this country and it's mining. That you are destroying a
forest to get to the coal which in itself will destroy the ecology of the area. So no! I want my great grandchildren
to be able to go outside in the future. Enough!"
Brent Deter
NC 28748-6491
"Please protect our treasures from the ravages comptemplated."
Cydney Detlie NV 89431-2054
"Is there nothing sacred anymore? We as humans will be the death of our world as we know it so it is time to
stop."
Deborah Detreville VA 23060-3020
"How about, STOP MINING COAL OIL AND GAS!!!!! Wind and Solar are all we need IF the government gets
off their fat bribes from the petroleum and coal industries"
Mary Detrick FL 33763-1047
"Destroying public land for the benefit of a company whose product will go up in smoke is beyond reckless."
John Detweiler OR 97703-9132
"This amounts to a public subsidy of a private business which I oppose on principle. Add to that the proposed
environmental impact and opposition is clearly called for."
Danie Deupree SD 57103-1126
"Keep Arch Coal and roads out of my public lands! This is just another case of corporate greed. You are to
care for and protect Forest lands, not destroy them."
Valerie Deur MI 49337-9508
"Good Grief, We can not drive on the national lands, do not let Coal Companies bulldoze because of a loop
hole. Fill that hole up now.."
Angela Devargas HI 96712
"Coal mining is so filthy!"
Judy Devault IL 61656
"No loopholes in the Colorado Roadless Rule. Stop money hungry people from tearing up our environment and
polluting the air. Killing us slowly while big profits are made. This sickens me. Save the land, forest, and air.
We need them."
Trixie Deveau AK 99503-6940
"put and end to coal......STOP destroying the planet....alternatives exist."
Ellen Devecis MA 01867-3646 "#N/A"

Abbey Deville NC 28608-0001
"These thousands of acres being torn down could have a severe impact on the surrounding communities. This
could result in loss of a keystone species or habitat which in turn may lead to a loss of ecosystem services.
Areas of deforestation have been known to harbor more disease, increased vulnerability to natural disasters
and increased frequency of these disasters, and quite frankly coal mining is horrible to an economy that thrives

on tourism. To follow this argument, I'd like to remind you just how shitty coal is to our environment. Countless
scientific studies have shown burning and mining coal destroy environments, communities, and ecosystems.
The surrounding communities will have to deal with landslides and horrible air quality that could show
repercussions in their current physical and even reproductive health. Striping pristine forests to replace them
with huge, polluting, unnecessary coal mines has so many negative effects that the human economic benefits
are mathematically not worth it. Various other agencies have put a numerical dollar price on air quality and a
clean environment. It's economically, environmentally, morally irresponsible to allow Arch Coal to destroy this
ecosystem. Please do more research before continuing this project, and I promise you'll find the costs outweigh
the benefits."
Lisa Deville
ND 58757-0501
"We must protect mother earth!!!"
Joan Devillon TN 37771-7641
"NO MORE DIRTY COAL!! LEAVE THE PUBLIC FORESTS ALONE"
Summer Devlin FL 32926-3460
"We are destroying our forest and natural beauty by mining for more coal. What happened to our desire for
renewable energy, wind mills, solar power. This is so sad."
Joan Devlin
VA 24083-2690
"We need to think about our children and grandchildren, not just about profits."
Kathy Devos NY 11357
"Coal is terrible for energy. Let's leave it in the ground and leave the forest as it is."
Jim Devries
"This makes no sense, Forest Service. Stop it!"
Linda Devries NJ 08562-1606
"Please don't even consider allowing Arch Coal to mine on federally owned land. Why should they be given the
opportunity to make money at everyone else's expense? Coal is no longer cost effective. Let's make it clear
that we won't be propping up this industry. Thank you for your consideration. Linda DeVries"
Wendy Dew TX 78750-3458
"When you kill the forest you kill everything in it. Carefully pick and choose where you mine."
Pat Dewar
MT 59404-6302
"Leave roadless lands roadless. Keep what's left of the USA in tact."
Arwen Dewey

WA 98144-4218
"Coal is an outdated, destructive energy source. Do not sacrifice our rapidly vanishing wilderness land for it. Be
forward thinking!"
Ann Dewitt
OH 45840-4730
"We have so little raw and untarnished beauty here in our United States! We don't NEED to ruin it ALL for
future generations! Stop this project, and save the beauty for our children!"
David Dewitt TX 78749-1801
"Please don't put corporate profits ahead of protecting forests and clean air - don't reopen the coal mining
loophole in the Colorado Roadless Rule."
Travis Dewitt WY 82240-3705
"The "loophole" the U.S. Forest Service is considering to make it possible for Arch Coal to reap profits while
wrecking havoc across thousands of acres of pristine roadless forest in Colorado is dangerously bad
precedence. Coal companies are free to bulldoze and extract coal from many other lucrative places across our
great land. The whole purpose behind National Forest (and other related protected) areas is that these set
aside tracts of land are to be protected from exploitation and used more equitably.
National Forest lands are public lands, that should not be encroached upon by any corporate interests.! The
U.S. Forest Service SHOULD NOT allow Arch Coal to mine the pristine roadless forest in Colorado."
Patty Deyoung CA 92604-4660
"It makes NO sense to allow the destruction of CO2 consuming forests, so that coal mining companies can
provide a source that puts CO2 back in the air. Choose PEOPLE over profits!"
Donna D'fini MA 01340-9617
"Tricky methods of wasting what won't come back for our lifetimes...it happening in Oregon, fringe growth hides

the destruction behind. The Forest Service should be hung from a tree to even think of allowing this!"
Gwen Dhesi
CA 95409-4014
"Stop ruining our environments by digging into the land for more coal that we know damages our air that we
breathe"
Rainbow Di Benedetto TX 78750-8264
"Why are we even considering this? It is high time to move away from coal and towards sources of energy that
do not have these huge negative impacts on our environment and climate. Reopening this loophole is a step in
the wrong direction. Please do the right thing."
Patricia Di Croce
"I implore you to reject the loophole rule."
Joanne Marie Di Francesco MA 02108
"It is loopholes like this that make our judicial system a complete sham! If there is a will there is a way. If there
is a way then it is your job to safeguard it. No amounts of money can relate to the true cost of ignoring this plea.
This planet is everyone's home. Start showing it some tender love and care. You would not want these
companies to rape your daughter, or poison your water, or destroy your home. So stop doing it to every other
living creature and Mother Earth herself."

Nina Diamante-vera CA 90048-3359
"No more making our air Dirty with coal instead of the trees that clean our air. Don't cut 1 tree for coal."
Mitchell Diamond CA 94086-6324
"...and to the Plutocracy for which it stands..."
Susan Diamond MA 01129-1328
"Stop Coal Mining on Roadless Forests! NOW!"
Debra Diana RI 02920-7321
"It is simply too dangerous to our precious environment to all Arch Coal to use our pristine forests for coal. Coal
burning increases global warming which endangers the entire planet. Don't let this happen."
A Michael Dianich OR 97019-8774
"The expected energy derived from coal extracted from this mining operation can be economically replaced by
conservation, renewable resources (solar & wind)."
Sarah Diaz
CA 92092-0001
"Removing a carbon sink is bad enough, but removing a carbon sink for the mining of coal is just
unacceptable."
Olivia Diaz
CA 95945-5390
"There is so much wrong with this proposal that you must stop it. First, the coal should stay in the ground if we
aren't to burn up our planet. Secondly, for the mining company to mine, you must pave across a pristine
roadless forest. Then, you are allowing the mining company to make profit by polluting our atmosphere and
destroying habitat for wild life in the forest you are supposed to protect. It is a Lose/Lose proposition for us."
Mayra Diaz
FL 33134-3302
"Please do not allow Arch Coal to destroy our forest, environment for profit. We owe this to our future
generations."
Daniel Dibble
"Destroying a natural carbon sink (a forest) to extract a carbon source makes no sense in a time of climate
change."
George Dibelka CA 96094-9761
"When there is an overabundance of coal from already developed mines, it makes no sense to tear up a wild,
pristine environment to get more. Unless the object is not to obtain more coal, but to tear up the pristine
environment."
Sue Dicara
TX 79924-7123
"National forests must be protected for the vegetation and wildlife -it is unconscionable to bulldoze roads
through them for mining. Leave coal, oil and gas in the ground. Leave the forests for Nature!"
Martha Dick
"Thank you for reading my letter. Please do not allow the loophole which would allow 65 miles of road
disturbing habitat for mammals, birds and fish."

Ruth Dick
CA 90066-3024
"Degrading the forest to add to pollution, endanger wildlife and cause damage to the world's economy all for
the benefit of one company seems like utter stupidity to me. Hopefully no one in the Forest Service is this
stupid...I am not."
Marlene Dick DE 19702-3645
"The forest service shouldn't add the environmental effects of coal. Please don't."
Marianne Dick OH 43235-5912
"Stop polluting this pristine forest! These forests and the wildlife that lives there are public trusts. Do not allow
them to be destroyed!"
Gail Dickens NC 27829-9214
"Please do not allow the loophole in the Colorado Roadless Rule to be reopened! We must all do what we can
to ensure the preservation of our wild habitats for the sake of all future life on this planet, not to mention the
destruction of the atmosphere and the resulting consequences."
Suzanne Dickerson NY 10012-1455
"We need to stop the destruction of forest, which helps protect and restore our atmosphere, as well as stop the
mini of coal, which destroys our atmosphere."
Laura Dickey NJ 07463-1204 "#N/A"
Pamela Dickeytifft ME 04072
"Not now, not EVER!!"
Vicki Dickinson MI 49014-6329
"We are LOSING our natural lands and wildlife far too much already without destroying even more by this
thoughtless act !!! Please do NOT let this happen !!!"
Lucy Dickinson WA 98110
"I support all actions that lovingly and clearly seek to improve the conditions of our planet for the preservation
and safety of all life. Please stop Arch Coal from destroying wilderness for roads that would enable further
destruction of our wild natural resources. Thank you, Lucy Dickinson"
Christina E Dickson NC 28711-2528
"Why should we allow our precious wild lands and wildlife to be destroyed to allow a big corporation to make a
profit--especially by coal mining, which will further pollute our air? This should be a no-brainer. Don't do it!"
Fanny Diehl
CA 95476-5948
"You must stop this road building. Our forests and open spaces are precious and vulnerable, and once gone
will never come back. Do the right thing."
Grace Diemand MA 02534-0043

"The coal road is leading us to extinction. It is a dying industry and we must not sacrifice the remaining virgin
forests to pursue an obsolete fuel. Safe alternatives abound. Keep the coal in the ground, extracting and
burning it causeS irreparable harm to our precious Earth."
Marianne Dietrich NY 10570-2139
"This is very important, please protect our public lands."
Diane Difante AL 36092-3929
"Roadless needs to remain untouched....we don't have many wild areas left so we need to keep what little
remains."
John Difatta CA 91504-3563
"NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO!!!! Everything about this is soooo wrong and greedy on ALL sides. Please
Please don't do this."
Jen Difeo
NV 89450-3632
"I stand with Earth Justice and millions of outdoor enthusiasts on this issue."
Robert Diggs MT 59718-8337
"It is PAST TIME to eliminate further coal-generated carbon dioxide pollution. Let Arch use their money to build
solar arrays or wind turbines but NOT ANOTHER OUNCE OF COAL!"
Donna Digioia NY 11739-0074
"We cannot go backwards. We must progress as a civilization. We do not need coal but we do need our open
space, now more than ever."

Marisa Digiovanni CA 92674-5647
"Stop Coal Mining NowIf You WANTTo Breathe in Future"
Sandra Digiulio CA 94043-3953
"Seriously, what is wrong with you people? How can you permit any more destruction of our lands? Why, why?
How much are you getting paid for this?"
Gena Dilabio WA 98274-8902
"Arch coal is a major polluter of the rapidly changing climate. Keep roads out of our wild lands."
Paul Dileanis CA 95160-0254
"We're at a crucial crossroads regarding climate change and this is an ill advised project that should not
proceed."
Laura Dill FL 32224
"We must see beyond profits to ensure a future for us all. Forests give us oxygen and biodiversity and deserve
our respect and guardianship."
Brock Dilling PA 16611
"Our forests are one of our greatest resources and belong to us all. They provide valuable habitat to black bear
and elk, goshawk, lynx and trout, and clean our air. I oppose the Forest Service proposal to

reopen the coal mining loophole in the Colorado Roadless Rule. Please leave the Rule as it is."
Stacey Dillingham KY 40243-1335
"My grandfather was a coal miner, it's part of my heratige, but it has got to change. I don't want to pass this on
to future generations."
Laura Dillon
MN 55406-2211
"Not only would this add to climate pollution, it also removes a whole lot of CO2-using, oxygen producing trees.
It's a lose-lose."
Christopher Dillon OH 44117-2224
"Leave the coal in the ground and the trees on top."
TK Dilworth
TX 75407-6808
"Please do not allow any coal mining in US Forests. Our earth is struggling to overcome the effects of
pollutants and our wonderful forests are doing their part. Do not destroy them, instead insist on the
development of energy from solar and wind. Be part of the solution."
J. (larson) Dimario VT 05673-0617
"Our wildlife/wilderness areas are taking far too many hits already, please no more! Especially for coal!"
Nicholas Dimasi IL 60137-7447
"We need to mine less coal, not more."
Kim Diment
MI 49738-7583
"Please reject this proposal to lease/ buy land for the coal industry. This type of energy is as dirty to burn as it
is to extract. You are a forest service. How can a forest benefit from a shortsighted/archaic form of land
development. This is so disrespectful for the people, children and natural beauty of Colorado. Kim Diment,
someone who loves your state, travels to your state, for its rich wild natural areas"
Lindsay Dimitri NV 89509-2803
"We need to move away from coal and preserve the few wild areas left on this planet. This is bad for the
American people and the earth."
Donald Dimock OR 97361-2338
"It makes no sense to do long term or permanent damage so that coal miners can have short term profits.
Destruction of the forests should be classified as a criminal act."
Chris Dimuro NY 11735-6125
"all of us need to stop occupying technology and start occupying the forests again talk is cheap .Stop listening
to the fake liberal class in our country and start a revolution . All our politicians must be held accountable for all
of this . This is madness a crime against our Mother Earth never mind humanity you selfish beings wake up
turn the grid off"
Sal Dinatale
NC 27516-8615
"Please wake up. It's the 21st century and time for clean energy."
Charles Dineen

MI 49065-9644
"Make it stop! You're either part of the problem or part of the solution !"
Sue Dinehart NY 13069-4450
"Please do something to save our planet for future generations!"
Lorie Dingacci WA 98146-2551
"Is this someone's idea of "clean energy"? Unless you succumb to the propaganda, there is nothing "clean"
about coal. Don't allow the decimation of forest for profit of the few."
Marilyn Dinger UT 84037-3102
"Keep roadless forests roadless for future generations."
Christina Dingman IN 46804
"Please protect Colorado's forests from coal mining. Having lived in Colorado for 21 years growing up, I don't
want to see the beautiful forests and mountains destroyed. Please do not reopen the loophole in the Colorado
Roadless Rule!"
Ellen Dionna PA 17315-3642
"My family has hiked and camped long-term in trackless wilderness lands in our national forests. We must keep
industry from degrading and destroying the peace and environmental integrity of the wilderness."
Lisa Dipietro MD 21770-9108
"Please stop destroying our planet with construction of this project. The animals are running out of natural
habitat because of us! Not to mention the expense and climate control."
James Direnzo OH 44402-9655
"Are you people insane??? Leave the coal in the ground. SOLAR energy NOW. Leave the forests alone."
Gary Dirks
WA 98366-8025
"We should not use coal for energy any longer or destroy more forest land. Please work to improve our air
quality."
Boris Dirnbach PA 19151-2507
"This coal needs to stay in the ground where it cannot pollute the atmosphere with CO2."
Marilyn Disbrow MI 48170-3062
"Didn't we just work on a global accord? US must lead by positive example!!"
Ricki Disdier MN 55414-2353
"Please, FS, help the forests. No coal mining (a nasty fuel)."
Catherine Dishion OR 97019-8766
"Save our national forests from all mining, particularly Coal. This land belongs to Americans."
Nancie Disilverio NY 10025-2035

"We can no longer afford the impacts of dirty energy. There is NO reasonable rationale for degrading habitat,
effecting old growth forests for coal extraction at this point in time. Opening loopholes sends the wrong
message to the whole world. Please maintain the Colorado Roadless Rule."
Judith Disney NC 27707-3832
"U.S. Forest Service should be denying mining & road request into pristine natural areas. The forests and
mountains belong to people not companies."
Marianne Disney OR 97701-6962
"Trees stand=less global warming.Coal burns=more global warming."
Sam Dissanayake CA 91352-2018
"Forest Service should not allow Arch Coal to reap profits while adding huge amounts of climate pollution to our
atmosphere, all at the expense of wild, roadless forest!"
Lawrence Ditieri NY 11566-2488
"mining is increasing climate change and needs to stop now before its to late"
Steve Ditore WA 98125-6123
"Coal is DEAD. Time for this dirty fuel to be left in the ground; there is NO valid argument to allow Arch Coal to
destroy acres of forest and the land it grows on just to dig up more of what the world and the
U.S. economy needs LESS of."
Brian Ditzler MD 20910-2718
"I am amazed and disappointed that the Forest Service would even consider reopening a loophole in the
Colorado Roadless Rule to permit 65 miles of road to be bulldozed for coal extraction. Not only would this set
a dangerous precedent for damaging wild lands, it would lead to coal burning that has been proven to be
enormously damaging to human health and our environment. Please do what's right for for the public good and

not what Arch Coal is asking for."
Jason Diven
"To Whom it May Concern: The very idea of allowing coal mining on public lands is simply furthering the
tragedy of the commons. The USDA Forest Service must not allow Arch Coal to remove any coal from public
lands - it is a sad irony that it is even being considered given the preponderance of evidence supporting the
exacerbation of climate change through increased CO2 production. Fossil fuel use needs to be curtailed, nor
encouraged by facilitating extraction by private profiteering corporations on public lands. Please stop this plan
now - think about our children, and their children's children."
David Divis
MT 59718-1881
"With the nation moving away from coal as a fuel and the price of coal being extremely low, why do we need
this in the first place? How is it even economically feasible? But even if it is economically feasible, our focus
should be on cleaner fuels."
Marty Divito OH 44094-6912
"Please close loophole in the Colorado Roadless Rule. Am TIRED of CORPORATE WELFARE! As a non
corporate person I want to enjoy Colorado's resources. Thank you."
Linda K Divittorio MA 02645-3368

"Chopping down the world's forests is putting more greenhouse gasses into the atmosphere than all of the
world's cars, trucks, and airplanes combined. Allowing Arch Coal to bulldoze trees is CRAZY!"
Elizabeth Dixon
"Please don't allow this to happen. We need those trees to filter our air. And we need to focus on clean energy
not dirty, like coal."
Vicki Dixon
CA 91301-1855
"Stop killing our planet!!"
Rosemary Dixon IL 60189-6128
"Please leave the forests alone!!"
Samuel Dixon MD 21042-2427
"Protecting what is left of pristine forests in the US is a sacred trust. Allowing the destruction of wild lands for
coal mining deals a double blow to our planet. Please keep the loophole closed and the great intact."
Rusty Dixon
NC 28205-3421
"Remember the legacy your leaving your grandchildren."
Joyce H Dixon TX 75219-3710
"PLEASE: Do the right thing."
Thad Dixon
VA 23464-4809
"Keeping this rule as it is right now, will benefit everyone in the long run."
Juana Celia Djelal PA 16803-3360
"Prevent Arch Coal's arch action; prevent the rape of the land."
Melba Dlugonski OR 97206-7116
"Loopholes negate laws we enact. We must stop forest destruction, erosion, methane emission here. Sine we
have to phase out fossil fuels period, start with these blatant examples that defy reason."
Leslie Doan
CA 95131-1035
"As a very concerned citizen, I kindly request you stop Arch Coal from pursuing their coal mining plan in
Colorado."
Mary Doane CA 95019-2215
"Please do the right thing."
Leonie Dobbins AZ 85541-3916
"Please don't destroy our forests. Many kinds of wildlife depend on forests to survive, as do humans (for clean
air from trees). Trees also prevent soil erosion, which roads do not. Thank you!"
Joan Dobbs
IL 60513-1740
"This comment is addressed to the Forest Service? Or is it the Arch Coal Service? You need to do your job,
which is to protect our natural areas from becoming polluted and polluting wastelands.

Man/woman up!"
Erica Dobbs
NY 11232-3741
"Enough is enough. Leave our forests and all the wildlife amongst it alone and convert to a more sustainable
solution."
Ralph Dobson NC 28562
"Protect the pristine forest and stop mining of coal."
Morris Docktor NJ 08534
"Save the planet for our children's children !!!!!!!"
Aimee Doctoroff AZ 85750-6257
"Stop this immediately! Our environment is too important! Please think about what you are doing- and its
consequences! Thank you!"
Susan Dodge
"In these troubled times, more than ever, we need to keep wilderness areas clean and beautiful places for
peace and rest."
Donald Dodge CA 94114-2325
"Coal is dead. Especially on Federal Land! Please stop this destruction."
Billie Dodge
MD 21678-1335
"We do not need to do this. This forest should not be open for any reason."
Dean Dodge TN 37122-6721
"To whom it may concern, wait, wait, to whom it may concern is anybody who can see beyond profits and see
the dwindling wild lands for what they are. Please stop this before its all gone. This plea is coming from a well
seasoned hiker who has seen these lands disrepair for 50+ years. thanks, dean, AKA barrel."
Janice Dodon AR 72104-2215
"Our national forests do not need to furnish a pathway to help Arch Coal further devastate the environment."
Carol Dodson SC 29045-2003
"Keep it in the ground!"
Kara Dodson VA 24073-8342
"The federal and Colorado governments must stop this addiction to coal mining at any cost. It's time for a
serious investment in wind, solar, geothermal and energy efficiency technologies and a movement away from
consumerism and rampant capitalism. I urge you to deny this action and to not pave these roads for the benefit
of Arch Coal (which is a slowly dying beast!). This is sacred land and will be a safe haven for wildlife, plants
and people for generations so long as mining and lumber are kept out of roadless forests in Colorado. Thank
you."
Norman Doebel MT 59645-9520

"Is the goal to live in a sterilized world of development with fundamental life sustaining resources being whittled
away?"
Stephanie Doetsch SC 29907-2045
"Environment heating resources NEED to stay in the ground. We need to create clean energy alternatives as
fast as possible. It will help save the earth from warming and provide thousands of badly needed jobs."
Tom Doff
"Forest Service: You are of no service to our forests, and a disservice to our nation, if you permit the
destruction of pristine wild lands in order to mine the dirtiest of all energy sources, coal. The destruction of a
forest is an horrific crime, to do it for coal, the burning of which will add to the destruction of our atmosphere,
and thus the livability of our planet, is inconceivably stupid. Seek help, and get your heads screwed on
correctly, before you attempt this decision."
Jeanne Doherty IL 60634-3638
"We are ALL stewards of this great land. It is imperative that we do our utmost to prevent the degradation of
any of our protected wild spaces. Allowing a fossil fuel conglomerate to destroy needed forest that helps
balance our heavy carbon atmosphere with life-giving oxygen is unthinkable. This must be stopped for good."
Katelynne Doherty NY 13492-1807
"I believe that Arch Coal should NOT be able to mine coal in natural forest areas. Doing so would be supporting
pollution and climate change, and I DON'T believe in that. Protect our earth."
Susan Dolan PA 17745-8143
"Protect the wildlife corridors."

Eric Dole AL 35803
"SAVE OUR FOREST!!! THAT'S ALL THAT NEEDS TO BE SAID...THANKS"
Marie-claire Dole WA 98273-4854
"Keep the forest forget the coal!"
Steve Doll
FL 32174-6252
"Please don't do any more damage to our environment in order to obtain something that will do even more
damage to our environment. Think of your children and grandchildren. They are not our future; we are theirs.
Every action we take today dictates the world they will have to deal with. Make it a safe and healthy one for all
earth's inhabitants. Thank you."
Nancy Dollard OH 44685-9186
"We must PROTECT the environment, and ALL wildlife in it!"
Dimitar Dolnooryahov IA 51003
"the Kyoto protocol???"
Ken Dolsky
NJ 07054-2245
"Allowing this destruction is simply stupidity. We are trying to fight global warming by protecting carbon

reduction sources (forests) and reducing the amount of carbon burning (coal) so you plan to make both of
these situations worse. Coal is a dying industry. We need to move to renewables so your children and
grandchildren will not be gasping for oxygen in the future."
Barbara Domanchuk CA 95528-9646
"I understand the need for energy, but I must insist that the U.S.Forest Service encourage the development of
safe energy on our property. Not coal or Hydrologic Fracturing. Thank you."
Meryl Domina IL 60115-2102
"It is time we stop ruining the environment and climate for the extraction of fossil fuels. There should not be
coal mining on public land. Our Forests are for people to enjoy for many generations in the future."
Rosanne Donahoe MT 59601-3004
"This proposal is wrong, wrong, wrong! The coal maybe there but in the long run it serves no one except the
owners of Arch Coal. As guardians of our forest I am praying that you make the decision that serves life not
profits."
Brad Donahue CA 90066-1865
"This loophole needs to close now! Please make it happen."
Lee Donahue FL 32526-4297
"We need forests and streams and wild animals which will be messed up by the coal folks!"
John Paul Donahue PA 18953
"We don't need more dirty coal, we need trees for clean air."
David Donahue TX 77429-1746
"Coal is old technology and has out lived it's usefulness. It is now doing more harm than good. Stop coal
mining and destroying what little forests we have left"
Neal Donahue VT 05443-5003
"We must stop the climate disaster that coal exacerbates. Leave coal in the ground."
Janaia Donaldson CA 95959-8679
"Keep coal in the ground -- for the sake of future generations and life on planet earth. We need the forest
wildlife habitat preserved -- as a carbon sink, and for its own sake."
Karen Donaldson CA 95945-3215
"No more coal. Do the right thing, USFS!"
Philip Donaldson NV 89434-8818
"We don't need it. Let the costs from a supply shortage drive the development of better tech. We don't need to
destroy the world anymore. The money in the pockets of Arch and its employees takes a back seat to the fate
of the world."
Janet Donaldson OH 45140-2067

"Can we keep at least SOME trees on the earth? You do know that they uptake CO2 and put O2 (which is what
we need to breathe to live) into the atmosphere, not to mention habitat for animals, DON'T YOU?"
Jamie K. Donaldson WA 98225-6620
"Coal is soooo 19th and 20th century. We invite the Forest Service to join us here in the 21st century where we

work for clean energy solutions and forest conservation-- not destructive, climate-busting coal."
Susan Donaldson WA 98444-5857
"My dad was a coal miner in Illinois, which is one reason I feel strongly about this issue. Coal corporations
should not be allowed to make profits from despoiling wilderness areas and ultimately contributing to air
pollution."
Leslee Doner ID 83709-2354
"We want clean energy now! We want our forests and our air protected."
Frederick Doner NY 10012-4425
"If the attorneys general can consider whether EXXON has been criminally negligent in denying the health and
envirmental destruction caused by coal it may be perfectly legal to charge government decision makers like
those who sit on control of the forest service, with criminal negligence for releasing lands to coal mining given
what is now documented about the health and environmental effects of burning coal. My guess is that either
you are in the pocket of big coal, or that the government has so restricted funds for safeguarding forests that
you are desperate for money from leases to shore up your budget. They are the result of the same greed. You
shall be removed from the forest service if you do not carry out your mandate, starting with Teddy Roosevelt, to
preserve and protect our forests."
Linda Dongieux MS 39211-2470
"There is no such thing as clean coal!!! We must as a nation, take the responsibility of phasing out dirty
sources of energy such as coal, especially when we have to destroy pristine forest to get to this dirty source of
energy. There are alternatives and we know this, so let's do the right thing NOW!!!"
Claire Donitz NY 11364-3455
"STOP THIS BULLDOZING ASAP WE NEED THESE FORESTS THIS IS IMPORTANT FOR ALL HUMANS
AND THE ANIMALS THAT LIVE THERE IF YOU DON'T STOP THEM NOW WE WILL HAVE NOTHING LEFT
BUT HOLES IN THE GROUND THIS IS A TOP PRIORITY AND WE MUST END THE BULLDOZING NOW
FOR THE ARCH COAL IT IS MONEY AND GREED FOR ALL OF US IT IS FRESH CLEAN AIR AND THE
BEAUTY OF THE FOREST AND THE ANIMALS THAT LIVE THERE WHERE SHALL THEY GO?"
Thomas Donne OH 43085-2933
"Why would any sane person consider cutting down even one tree to open a coal mine. Leave that carbon
buried underground forever."
Bruce Donnell NM 87506-2192
"Please do not allow the bulldozers to plow across a huge stretch of roadless forest. We do not all have to
contribute to Arch Coal's profits."
John D. Donnell UT 84770-7043

"Please do not permit bulldozing for coal in roadless areas. There sre too few of these left."
Helen Donnelly
"To destroy a pristine forest for a fossil fuel that is already polluting our beautiful planet is folly. Please take
action that will preserve this treasure for future generations."
Charles Donnelly CT 06226-1159
"This is absurd. Coal is being closed out and you would destroy a forest to get more?"
Michelle Donnelly FL 32607-1596
"Stop the destruction of the beautiful Colorado forests. Taking down those trees will add to more pollution to
say nothing of the animal habitations. We do not need a landscape like northern Alberta. We need to ban coal"
William Donnelly IL 60615-4217
"Leave our forests alone. Thank you, William Donnelly"
Linda Donnelly OR 97301-1104
"Do not allow Arch Coal to build 65 miles of road into this pristine, roadless area. Preventing climate pollution
and protecting our forests should be prioritized over corporate profits."
Tom And Mary Ellen Donnelly WA 98367-8242
"Leave it in the ground until no environmental damage can be guaranteed."
Mac Donofrio MT 59840-2826
"All Roadless Forest Service lands need to remain roadless. These areas are more and more valuable left as
they are as time goes by. Keep this area roadless. Too many roads already exist on Forest Service land. And
once roaded the ecosystem begins to erode, lose diversity, increase weeds, access to lazy trappers and road
hunters."
Margaret Donofrio TX 77059-3711
"Stop this practice."
Carolyn Donovan MA 02131-4310

"Coal is not more valuable than forest. Don't reopen the loophole. Keep Colorado forested land pristine, so that
we can all enjoy and benefit from it."
Elaine Donovan NY 14466-9651
"Coal is the most destructive fuel on the planet. Not only does it destroy the environment but it destroys human
health. It is irrational to consider coal as sustainable."
Kacey Donston OR 97493-9705
"Please help stop coal mining on our roadless forest land."
Christine Dooley NY 12304-5415
"Haven't you heard? Burning coal is ruining our natural resources. We have many other clean energy
choices!!"
Deb Doolittle

RI 02879-2325
"Please don't needlessly bulldoze roads in Colorado. I grew up there and know the pristine wilderness and the
amazing amount of wildlife there so please think of the future and all of our kids and grandkids before more
beautiful wilderness is needlessly destroyed!"
Linda & Steve Dorage GA 30030-2821
"Loopholes should not be used to destroy public lands, especially if it is only for a for profit venture. This is
outrageous! The climate, environmental, wildlife and human costs are all too high."
Michael Doran VT 05491
"Our world is bad enough shape from all the exploitation it has suffered. There should be no easy way for
mining operations to pay pennies on the dollar for tearing through wilderness lands that belong to the public.
That said, there's also the idea that this is about the fossil fuel coal. It is non-renewable and adds to carbon
pollution and global warming. Don't allow this loophole in the roadless rule to remain. Get rid of it once and for
all and keep Arch Coal and others like them out."
Barry D'orazio AZ 86315-7815
"This loophole would set a dangerous precedent for our wild lands"
Rowan Dordick NY 12498-2223
"Allowing Arch Coal to desecrate our forests would be a huge mistake. We need to move away from fossil
fuels, especially coal, and the last thing we need to do is destroy the wilderness in interests of the coal
industry. Beijing just issued a Red Alert for air pollution caused primarily by coal burning. Here in America we
can still breathe the air -- and enjoy the wilderness. Don't change that -- please. Rowan Dordick"
Barbara Dorf TX 78382-8000
"Let's work on renewable energy instead of strip mining our home."
Arthur Dorland
"I used to live in a state both supported and ruined by King Coal. As the strip mining got closer and closer I left
and never came back. Coal is a cup of bitter poison sugared by the few jobs it grudgingly furnishes in a place
where there is hardly an alternative. The least we can do is not open new areas to this exploitation."
Laurel Dorr
GA 30307-2034
"Roadless areas means precisely that: no roads, no development."
Thomas Dorr NM 87120-1268
"Coal is bad for the environment. This proposal will make it more difficult to meet our Climate Improvement
goals. Coal is a dirty fuel. The less that we use the better for our future health."
Jill Dorsey
OH 44060-3904
"We must do everything we can to preserve our dwindling natural resources and habitat."
Mary Dosch
IL 60119-7914
"PLEASE don't allow Arch Coal to pad their profits at the expense of irreplaceable habitat for so many living
creatures as well as plants, especially at this dire point in history where Mother Earth is at a tipping

point due to climate change, etc. The last thing that should be done is to exacerbate this crisis by adding insult
to injury!"
Marcia Dossey CA 92663-4729
"coal no longer needed"
Dan Dotson

AZ 85716-3610
"The Wilderness should not for sale- to anyone- but especially to corporations who make our Climate worse"
M Doty
"Or, if coal mining is allowed via the rule loophole, charge a prohibitive, realistic price that would truly pay for
the centuries of damage. Why on earth should there be a loophole for coal mining?"
Carolyn Doty CA 96002-2635
"I thought the responsibility of the Forest Service was to protect the forests of America. Having coal companies
strip the land and gouge out huge holes in the earth, basically without control or concern for the forest base
and the open pits left, IS NOT PROPER MANAGEMENT OF OUR LANDS, CLIMATE AND ATMOSPHERIC
POLLUTION, OR THE HUGE DESTRUCTION OF WHAT IS BEAUTIFUL AND PRISTINE FORESTS AND
WILDLIFE THAT LIVES THERE. STOP SELLING OFF THE BEAUTY AND PROTECTED LANDS OF OUR
CHILDREN AND FUTURE GENERATIONS."
Patricia Dotzler CA 90064-2738
"Coal? There is so much CLEAN energy available! And we must leave our forests and national parks in their
natural, pristine condition. They're all we've got that hasn't been trashed by corporate greed and sheer
stupudity. Enough!!"
Michael Doubet TX 76208-5925
"To go this far, and accept this much destruction to prop up a past its time fossil fuel industry seems wrong
headed at the least."
Barbara Doucet GA 30263-5843
"What is wrong with you? WHY would you want to desecrate pristine land for a pocket full of money?"
John Doucette RI 02908-2945
"Enough is enough. The world does not belong to corporations."
Dennis Dougherty CA 94903-3095
"We need the forest to process CO2. We need the forest for oxygen. Animals need the forest for habitat."
Jayne Douglas FL 33711-4543
"can you say MUDSLIDE?"
Norman Douglas MA 01230-1017
"Leave the coal in the ground. Save our lungs and our general health. Save our forests and pristine areas in
Colorado for future generations. Coal is a dying industry. Don't revive its fortunes by encouraging coal exports.
Have you seen the air quality in southern China?"
Allen Douglas

NY 12572-2200
"leave the coal in the ground!"
Brodmerkel Douglas NY 11568-1717
"We are cutting down trees for coal plants which are being shut down, this does not make any sence"
Mary Douglas NY 11229-6058
"We need our forests!"
Virginia Douglas OH 44035-3931
"Please, no coal mining in this wild forest area!"
Ruth Douglas VA 22911-8543
"I am very concerned about the plan that would allow Arch Coal to bulldoze all those roadless areas. Please do
not allow that to happen."
Amy Douglass AZ 85286-4452
"Cutting down forests for fossil fuels is a double blow to our air quality and environment."
Jean Dover
MO 64850-8130
"No way! Private corporations should NOT be able to profit from the (destruction of) public National Forest
Lands. And coal??! With the impending disaster of global warming hanging over our heads, can this be
anything BUT foolish and irresponsible? Don't allow this!"
Linda Dow
CA 94703-1506
"Don't allow Arch Coal or any other mining companies to destroy our forests by bulldozing to create roads
through forest in Colorado."
Ann Dow OR 97031
"Allowing motorized access in a roadless area, especially in order to extract fossil fuels, violates the principles
on which National Forests were established. Deny Arch Coal the opportunity to exploit our public lands.

Protect ecosystems in roadless areas, and keep coal in the ground."
Patricia Dowd CA 93422-2940
"Please find it in your hearts to stop this waste of our planet... coal should be obsolete before you die."
Irene W. Dowdell TN 37421-8803
"I opposed this kind of horrible damage to our environment. As it is children are burdened with asthma and all
kind of respiratory diseases. Do not allow Arch Coal to destroy the environment and our lives. I believe in a
cleaner environment for the our children and the future."
Dennis Dowell IA 52627
"I cannot emphasize enough the importance of leaving this forest is place. The good that these trees do for the
earth's environment far exceeds the need to Arch Coal to make profits that benefit only a few while adding tons
of carbon to the already devastating pollution in our atmosphere. As the Forest Service, you are obligated to
protect our forests, not sacrifice them to the pantheon of profit and greed."
Chet Dowell

WV 26151-8047
"Stop the senseless destruction of our pristine forest. Its time to scale bag destructive coal mining."
Gretchen Doweney CA 90503
"Please stop the mining of coal immediately. Become conscious stewards of our earth and change your
decision to mine coal in the pristine lands of Colorado. We can't get back the damage that is done for
profiteering. May you hear the voice of higher wisdom and do what is right. Thank you."
Carrol Dower OR 97402-1451
"Coal mining is dirty, dangerous and finite. Do not ignore the success and profitable alternative renewal energy
of Wind, Solar. Coal mining is just wrong. We can do so much better. Do the Right Thing. Stop Mining on road
less Forests!"
Laraine Downer CA 95405-7965
"Please! I have grandchildren & am very concerned about the world we're leaving them."
Bill Downey
AZ 85373-1833
"Same message as the oil companies get !! Make them responsibly the restoration of the forest and its land for
50 years after the last chunk of coal leaves the mine. The company must makemonthly contributions to a "Trust
Fund" so that if they go broke the money to clean up their mess is already in place to cover the cost.Trust to be
held separately from the Company and Government.Managed by a Pension fund manager whose track record
dates back at least50years . Bill downey"
Jean Downey FL 32792-4700
"Please do not facilitate the destruction our traditional American wild forests and wildlife, to enable the profit of
Arch Coal.exports to foreign companies. This will not save their business in the long run; they need to shift their
focus to sustainable energy. Colorado used to be a beautiful American state, and has already been much
ruined by the fossil fuel industry. Please save what is left for future generations of Americans. Don't let it be
further destroyed for coal exports to China where people are dying from breathing coal burning toxins."
Linda Downey NY 14228-3274
"Stop Arch Coal from bulldozing thousands of acres of forests in Colorado!!!"
Jennifer Downing NJ 07460-1133
"Eliminating pristine forests to perpetuate a filthy industry is unacceptable behavior~!"
Jacquelyn Downing OR 97473-0565
"I grew up in West Virginia and know quite well how horribly damaging coal mining is to the countryside and
surrounding environments. This has to stop for sooo many reasons."
Deeann Downing UT 84060-7427
"Please protect the luscious mantel of this Earth. She gives us EVERYTHING w need to survive. Can you
consider that--deeply?"
Kathy Downs AR 72641-0292
"Please stop this! These Re public lands....our lands...not for private coal exploitation and ruination. It

cannot be allowed!"
Bruce Doxey NV 89448-1386
"Coal is over with. End this mindless destruction of forests. The forests may be our salvation!"
Kate Doyle CA 92887
"Seriously Colorado! Look at all the devastated land and towns around the world that have let mining take over,

wake up and don't pursue it in Colorado! It's one of the most pristine gorgeous states with huge tourism dollars,
don't fall into the trap of quick money at the expense of natural beauty and tourism."
Patricia Doyle IL 60527-8392
"We all live in this world and letting Arch Coal reap profits while contributing to climate pollution just isn't right.
We all will suffer from their actions."
Maurine Doyle MA 01880-1807
"We need to stop mining coal - and put All our energy into Solar, Wind and Water Power Sources"
Crystal Dragonfly KS 66087-4219
"Leave the forest alone for my future grandchildren my see it and enjoy it!"
Casimir Drahan OH 43537-2809
"I believe that modifying the Colorado Roadless Rule would set a dangerous precedent for our wild lands, as
well as adding huge amounts of climate pollution to our atmosphere. Please reconsider."
Candace Drake
"This is insanity at its peak. Please try to leave something for our children. Stop the destruction of our country
by corporations Doesn't anyone in the corporate world care?"
Barb Drake
WA 98133-8838
"Coal is the death of our climate and the death of our species."
Steve Draper MD 21520-2201
"We have lots of coal. Wilderness is much more important, we can not make more wilderness."
Lynne Draper NH 03057-1430
"Please keep the Colorado Roadless Rule as it is."
Steven Dreber OR 97530-1242
"Stop coal extraction now or they'll kill all of us for sure!"
Christopher Dreger
"With the coming of the hydrogen fuel economy, currently in production by Toyota and other car companies
making hydrogen fuel cell cars, the days of using coal to create energy is fading, and this mining of pristine
forests is a waste of time and money and energy. Hydrogen is the ultimate fuel source, being the most plentiful
molecule in the universe as well as being clean burning. We've all seen the devastation of mountains in the
Appalachian range. Don't let it happen in Colorado."
Sandra Drescher TX 75002-4609

"We need All the Forest that remains in the world!! Please don't bulldozer the Forest No more Coal!! Clean
Energy!!!"
Henriette Dresens MA 02090-3406
"President Obama and climate scientists agree that if we want to halt the worst potential damage from climate
change, we must keep some of the world's known fossil fuel reserves in the ground. The Forest Service should
draw the line here, where mining coal will spew huge amounts of methane and destroy wild forest."
Chris Dresser
"For our children, please!"
Sylvia Dresser IL 60015-3904
"We must save what cannot be replaced."
Ken Drew Jr
"Please save our forests from mining while at the same time ensuring clean oxygenated air for us to breathe."
Peter Drewes WA 98229-3172
"Alternative energy sources are the answer, not more slash and burn,"
Kerry Drewett ID 83704-6753
"NO MORE COAL MINING PERIOD!"
Dave Drews
IL 61565-9793
"I oppose the Forest Service proposal to reopen the coal mining loophole in the Colorado Roadless Rule. No
roadless bulldozing loophole for Arch Coal."
Jack Driscoll CA 94134
"U.S. Forest Service: Please discontinue authorization of coal mining in roadless forests. Thanks you.
Sincerely, Jack Driscoll"
Adam Driscoll NY 14437-1637
"Save the forests that we have left, please."
Anna Driskill MO 64068-9368

"Coal won't last, but the damage from mining it is irreversible."
Arthur Drisriliaris RI 02908-2736
"Coal is so 19th century, way out of touch with reality in the 21st century!"
Tony Driza
MI 49460-9114
"This is totally unnecessary - not the energy we need moving forward. The profits of a single company should
not trump the environment!"
Craig Drizin
CA 95060-6133
"It's time to stop tearing up forests to get coal for energy that speeds up climate change. We need to leave the
forests in place and move to low carbon energy. I urge the Forest Service to do its' part and say

no to Arch Coal's 19th century business plan."
Jerry Drucker IL 61281-8503
"FOREST SERVICE: IT'S YOUR JOB TO PROTECT THE FOREST! PERIOD. DO YOUR JOB, FOR GOD'S
SAKE! FOR AMERICA~"
Jon Drucker
PA 19143-1626
"Wow, profiting off the destruction of our public lands, polluting one of the last great American treasures, AND
accelerating climate change - what could possibly go wrong? Please don't reopen the loophole."
Allyson Drucker SC 29732-2475
"Profits for Arch--destruction of OUR forests. This is ludicrous--especially when the money they pay to do this
is not spent on the people anyway!! MONEY OUT OF POLITICS and crap like this can STOP..."
Pauline Druffel WA 99204-4372
"This makes no sense at all. Our climate stability requires that we leave the coal in the ground, not take it out
and destroy thousands of acres of pristine roadless forest in Colorado in the process."
Gloria Druss PA 19003-1424
"Dear Sir or Madam: I am requesting that you not allow Arch Coal, or any other coal company, to bulldoze
thousands of acres of pristine forests. Like so many others, I treasure our wildlands, and I cannot abide the
thought of their being ruined. Please re-think this proposal. Thank you for your consideration. Gloria Druss"
Adam Dsousa UT 84092
"Coal energy is not worth the pollution. The world should be and will be moving away from coal burning as an
energy source, so allowing for circumvention of laws already restricting coal mining would be a step
backwards. I really appreciate your consideration in this matter, as I know we all want to do the right things for
everyone."
Joi Du Bois
AZ 85379-8750
"unless the areas where prior coal production took place are 'spent' and restored, i disagree with roadless
forests being culled."
Barbara Du Bois CA 95436-9304
"I come from coal country. In West Virginia in the early 1940s, my family benefited from affordable heat by
burning coal...and my father took me to see the strip mines that he warned would ruin the beautiful, nourishing
country we called home. There is worse than strip mining going on now, of course - "mountain top removal"
doesn't just harm, it destroys...lands, streams, forests, homes. And now we see the extreme danger to our
pristine wilderness areas in the arrogant intentions of companies like Arch Coal and those who would support
them in literally making inroads to take coal from roadless forests.
Please stop this rape of land and climate."
Nancy Du Plessis NY 11238-3402
"It is incredible to think that this is even an issue! We have to stop using coal, period. NO MORE MINING!"

Raquel Duarte AZ 86314-2026
"We should have no tolerance for short-sighted acts such as this. The consequences are just not acceptable in
the face of our already ravaged environment."
Monica M Dubina IN 46168
"Stealing pristine forest from the American people, people like myself and my family, well, it's just wrong. We
are moving towards clean energy. This action is not well thought out and should be stopped. It's a disaster in
the making."

Shannon Dubois
"I am opposed to destroying much needed habitats for the mining of an outdated and dirty resource. Instead of
destroying our land we need to be building the infrastructure and funding projects that are clean and
renewable. Please don't allow the destruction and division of pristine habitat!"
Monica Duclaud CA 94107-4106
"Just a few days ago the USA agreed with over 200 countries in Paris to get serious about fighting global
warming. Allowing Arch Coal to decimate critical forests and wildlife, and add outrageous amounts of climate
pollution into the atmosphere, is a real insult to all Americans and the world. The Forest Service must act
responsibly by blocking Arch Coal's appalling project and protecting Colorado's roadless forests."
Jerilyn Duefrene CT 06357-2938
"NO loopholes! Stop hurting the Earth and environment!!!!"
James Duellman PA 16411-9735
"We shouldn't let Arch Coal scar our forest's, the damage done will last forever and can not be undone!"
Robert Dufault
"Remember, F.S. - it's "We, the People" - those of us who can't afford to buy tracts of wilderness and can
barely afford to visit them, not "We, the Plutocrats" who can."
Larry Duff
CA 93109-1551
"As the letter says, there are more than one very good reasons to not let this happen. Do the right thing, not
reward this company for their greed."
Michael Duff KY 40508-1350
"Stop dirty coal"
Ronald Duffy FL 32164-5340
"When are you SOB's Going to learn that this Destruction of Our forest will lead to more Climate change for the
love of your Children's children Stop this reckless behavior before its to late"
Elaine Dufresne KS 67218-2008
"Keep God's creation for now and the future. This is our responsibility and privilege."
Brian Dugas
FL 32952-5852
"It is time that we recognize the Externalized Costs of extractive industries - Time to focus on Clean Renewable
Energy!"

Barry Duggan IN 47429-1269
"Stop the law-breaking land-rapers !!"
Jack Duggan OR 97530-0524
"I understand the pressure being applied to federal resource management agencies to provide economic
benefits from public lands. Leasing coal extraction sites that deplete the value of public lands, however, is not
a viable long-term management option. Leasing those lands for a continuation of a fossil fuel economy is akin
to suicide. Stop ruining public lands to mine for fossil fuels and participate in saving our planet."
Carol Dugger NC 28712-9818
"How can this possibly be rationalized? Please, please close this loophole and stop this exploitation. Reason
should prevail!"
Edward Duhaime
"As a former Colorado resident I am against the destruction of forests in order to further the extraction of fossil
fuels."
Thomas Dukes TX 78209-5532
"Loopholes for coal mining have no place in the Colorado Roadless Rule. Arch Coal should not be able to
pollute for profit, and the Forest Service must act to stop them."
Carolyn Dulai
"loophole or not we cannot have more coal production. say, no, to arch coal now and forever. the coal must
stay in the ground."
A Dulfer WA 98070
"No more roads in roadless forests, and certainly no mining"
Cheryl Dumas CT 06277
"Please stop destroying virgin forests - this fossil fuel will destroy the earth if we are not careful. Thank You"
Don Dumond OR 97403-1945
"Please--Coal is clearly on the way out, and trees are coming into their own as sinks for carbon. Hold on!"
Mary Duncan

"Please protect the little unblemished land we have left in this country!"
James Duncan IN 47710-5217
"I strongly oppose the proposal to open the way to extract coal from Colorado Roadless areas."
Keith Duncan OH 45209-1807
"Stop this crimi al activity"
Ann Duncan TN 37064-9646
"I oppose this desasterous loophole."
Kim Duncan

VA 24015-3904
"Stop mining roadless forests. Keep the coal in the ground."
Susan Dunham MA 01098-0423
"Aside from the environmental hazards of the mining operation itself, this forest acreage has been protected for
a reason. It is completely unreasonable to pave it and destroy habitat and ecosystems simply so that Arch Coal
can make a profit."
Marilyn Dunham OR 97225-4216
"We need yo protect road-less forests if we are to ensure the survival of our planet's diversity. Coal is a dirty
fuel. We would be better off building windfarms."
Dave Dunkak OR 97215-3360
"That's really going to be of help. Murder tens of thousands of trees so they can rape Earth, more, while we're
in the middle of trying to find ways to reverse Climate Change, thought it's possibly too late. What foresight!
Greed kills."
Jim Dunlap
IA 50325-1203
"Our forests and parks are national treasures. We don't need them despoiled by greedy companies who don't
care about them, but only about money."
Sandra Dunlevy PA 15301-3608
"Taking coal from Colorado is in opposition to the climate talks in Paris. Trees clean the air and coal pollutes
the air. No more coal!"
Caere Dunn
AZ 86303-4622
"Coal is the worst offender of the atmosphere-changing fossil fuels - we need to look toward a cleaner future,
not a dirtier one at the expense of irreplaceable pristine forest."
Scott Dunn
CA 95060-4434
"This is not an energy solution for the USA. We can do better. We have the opportunity to build smarter
solutions that will have much less impacts on the environment."
Christy Dunn VA 23947-3407
"Coal mining has destroyed way more public land and water than it should have already. We need to look to
other solutions so we can preserve the earth we live on in a livable state."
Timothy Dunnbier MA 01742-2333
"Protect our forests. Coal is not the solution to our energy problems."
Pamela Dunne VT 05443-9555
"This proposed action makes no sense to me. When we are working to lower the damage we have done, and
are currently doing to the environment and climate, why is this even on an agenda? I want my earth taken care
of, I want forest left intact. Why would we do this for the profit of a company and not for the greater good of the
planet and all of us who love our earth and the good things that it offers? Close that loophole!"
Kathleen Dunning

FL 32314
"With pristine forest becoming ever more rare and coal being phased out as a fossil fuel in the market place it
makes NO FISCAL SENSE to spoil prime land which is also generates increasingly valuable water for a coal
mine. Coal is on the way out. Be smart -find a better investment. Coal is Not a smart choice. Ditch the Arch
Coal mine. It's missed the boat. Time to more to better energy sources. Kathleen Dunning"
James Dunning WI 54701-4760
"This area is far more valuable than the amount of coal that will be removed. Keep mining out."
Irene Dunny CA 92127-1370

"Burning all that coal would destroy what is left of our world after mining the coal. Please do not do that to us."
Norma Dupire OH 45690-1532
"We need much more wilderness and much less coal mining for the survival of our ecosystems."
Robert Duplessis PA 19146-1148
"We don't need roads through our national forests and we don't need coal mines. The Forest Service must
realize that we are in 2015 and that we need to cut carbon production not encourage it, and then act
accordingly. No roads, no coal."
Chris Dupont NV 89052-2616
"We must, MUST, preserve what is left of our wild lands. Please reconsider, for us, for our children and
generations to come. Please."
Rosiland Dupont TX 78382
"Please leave our forests alone. Find your coal elsewhere or better yet find an ecologically sound plan for
energy creation. Coal is dirty and should be replaced with other energy sources."
Anita Durakovic CA 94109-7569
"The forest service is suppose to protect the forest, right? Where is the justice in selling the forest to
corporations not caring about the earth? I want to breathe. We need trees. And to be harmony with them or
future generations will die."
Dani Duran
CA 91325-1928
"America does not need nor wants more coal mining! Leave our forests alone!"
Cecelia Duran CA 90606
"STOP DESTROYING THE LAND!!!"
Brenda Durant UT 84078-9479
"Please do not allow coal mining on the Forests. Not only is it bad for the Forest we should not be using coal if
we want to survive global warming."
Janice Durbin AR 72638-2697
"With world leaders currently struggling to find ways to deal with the economic and environmental

